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Project Description
Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (SPLP) requests a major permit modification for a change in the route and installation
methods for the 16-inch diameter pipeline previously permitted as the Goldfinch Lane and William Penn
Avenue Horizontal Directional Drills (HDD). This permit request is to convert both of these HDDs to
conventional open trench construction for the majority of the reroute, and a conventional auger bore under
William Penn Avenue (State Route 271).
During the pilot hole drilling phase on the permitted Goldfinch and William Penn HDDs for the 20-inch
pipeline installation through this area, several inadvertent returns (IRs) occurred and resulted in discharges
to Waters of the Commonwealth. The HDD profiles were designed to the upper stress limits of the pipe to
minimize the likelihood of IR events; however, due to the weakness of the geology above the profile, IRs
occurred and despite numerous grouting attempts to seal the IR pathways, repetitive IR events could not
be prevented. Therefore, given the geologic conditions at these HDD locations, the HDD evaluation staff
cannot assure the Department that the 16-inch HDDs will not have similar problems in this area. Therefore,
SPLP has elected to abandon any future HDD attempts to install the 16-inch pipeline through this area and
has sought an alternate route of installation agreeable to the landowners and that minimizes impacts to
Waters of the Commonwealth.
This permit modification requests an approximate 1 mile reroute to the south of the current permitted
pipeline right-of-way. The new route will avoid wetlands N26 (PSS/PEM), N25 (PSS), N24 (PFO/PEM),
and N20 (PFO), as well as streams S-N42, S-N41, S-N39, and S-N36. The new route will cross 8 PSS
wetlands, a PEM area of wetland N20, and 6 streams (refer to Attachments C and E for additional
information about these water resources). An open trench installation method across these resources will
result in temporary, short term impacts to wetlands and waters but will avoid all PFO impacts and eliminate
the risk of uncontrolled discharges associated with HDD IRs.
All the streams will be crossed via the open cut method with the appropriate dam and pump bypass installed
to convey stream flow across the workspace and outlet downstream within the permitted limit-ofdisturbance, such that work will be conducted in a dry stream channel. After the stream bypasses are in
place, the trench will be excavated, and the 16-inch pipe will be installed via the open trench method through
the wetlands and streams in accordance with all permit conditions and requirements. In order to efficiently
complete all construction activities and minimize wetland impacts, SPLP is proposing a 50-foot-wide limit
of disturbance (LOD) across the wetlands and additional temporary workspace outside of wetlands to
further minimize wetland disturbance during construction. Timber mats and bridges will be placed within
the travel lane where the wetland and streams are crossed to avoid soil compaction; allow for trench
excavation; topsoil and stream substrate segregation, and stockpiling of excavated materials in adjacent
upland areas. Once the pipe and appropriate trench plugs are installed, the trench will be backfilled, and
restored to pre-existing elevations, hydrology, and vegetation. All work will be conducted in accordance
with permit conditions/requirements as well as the revised/updated Erosion & Sediment and Restoration
plan (refer to Attachment D of this permit modification). The reroute will not result in any loss of wetland
area or water quality/quantity, and the localized impacts are considered minor and temporary.
Refer to Attachment C - Environmental Assessment for a discussion of existing conditions, potential
impacts, mitigation/restoration, antidegradation compliance, and agency coordination associated with this
requested reroute and proposed construction method.

Alternatives Analysis
The crossing of wetland and stream resources is unavoidable due to the linear nature of the proposed PPP
Project, and as described in the Environmental Assessment, S1.B – Water Dependency (refer to
Attachment C of this permit modification). As part of the PADEP Chapter 105 permit process for the PPP
Project, SPLP developed and submitted for review a project-wide Alternatives Analysis. During the
development and siting of the Project, SPLP considered several different routings, locations, and designs
to determine whether there was a practicable alternative to the proposed impact. SPLP performed this
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determination through a sequential review of routes and design techniques, which concluded with an
alternative that has the least environmental impacts, taking into consideration cost, existing technology,
and logistics. The baseline route provided for the pipeline construction was to cross wetlands and streams
on the Project by open cut construction procedures. The Alternatives Analysis submitted to PADEP
conceptually analyzed the potential feasibility of any alternative to the baseline route’s trenched resource
crossings (e.g., reroute, conventional auger bore [CAB], horizontal directional drill [HDD]). The decisionmaking processes for the original selection of the HDD instead of an open cut crossing methodology is
discussed thoroughly in the previously submitted alternatives analysis and was an important part of the
overall PADEP approval of the Project’s HDD plans.
Originally Permitted Goldfinch HDD Route
SPLP determined that use of the originally proposed Goldfinch HDD, as well as use of other alternative
construction technologies (i.e., CAB, Direct Pipe Bore, open cut), along the permitted HDD route for
installation of the 16-inch-diameter pipeline were not the preferred methodologies. A feasibility assessment
was completed that took into consideration: 1) geologic conditions and complications encountered during
the HDDs of the 20-inch-diameter pipeline and IRs that resulted in unpermitted discharges to the Waters
of the Commonwealth, 2) a number of obstacles, workspace restrictions, limits of existing technology, and
unfeasibility of use of other non-HDD trenchless technologies, and 3) undesirable open cut impacts to PFO
wetland area. Therefore, SPLP proposed an approximately 1-mile-long reroute to the south of the currently
permitted pipeline right-of-way for the 16-inch-diameter pipeline.
SPLP evaluated an open cut of the existing permitted right-of-way and determined this would result in
permanent PFO functional impacts associated with the conversion of forested wetlands to emergent/scrubshrub wetlands. Subsequently, SPLP evaluated a CAB under the extensive PFO wetland area on the
William Penn HDD, and determined that the bore distance was too long for a CAB. A Direct Pipe Bore was
evaluated for passing under this same PFO wetland; however, the workspace required to setup this method
of installation was constricted by the presence of two homesites immediately adjacent to the SPLP
permanent easement; and therefore, this method was determined to be unfeasible.
SPLP evaluated other routes around the wetland/stream complex but reroutes are limited due to the roads
and residential properties to the north of the existing SPLP easement, as well as the increased density of
developments along William Penn Avenue (State Route 271) north of the existing route. In addition, a route
to the north would likely impact more forested wetland areas and require a “greenfield”, or new, right-ofway through these areas resulting in more permanent PFO impacts. The proposed reroute to the south
avoids PFO wetlands and minimizes the number of residential and developed areas disturbed during
construction.
In conclusion, given the geologic conditions at the Goldfinch and William Penn HDD locations and IRs that
occurred during the 20-inch HDD, the HDD evaluation staff cannot assure that the 16-inch HDDs will not
have similar problems in this area. Alternative construction methods including an open cut and/or bore of
the resources within the existing permitted right-of-way are not considered desirable due to the permanent
PFO impacts, and unfeasible alternative construction methods. Analysis of other potential routes to the
north would result in potentially more environmental (PFO), residential, and commercial (areas along
William Penn Avenue) impacts. Therefore, SPLP has elected to abandon installing the 16-inch pipeline
within their existing easement and has identified an alternate route south of the currently proposed right-ofway. Consequently, the professional opinion of the HDD Reevaluation Team, consisting of the
Geotechnical Evaluation Leader, Professional Geologists, Professional Engineers, and other construction
specialists, is that an open cut with a dam and pump bypass in place for each stream crossing will have the
least impact, as the work area and stream flow will be managed in accordance with all permit conditions
(dam and pump) and can completed in the most efficient and timely manner, including
restoration/stabilization of all the wetland and streams.
Proposed Goldfinch HDD Reroute
As part of the Goldfinch HDD reroute, SPLP conducted an integrated and detailed evaluation of potential
alternative reroutes or trenchless construction methods using the Integrated Project Team and
Management of Change (MOC) Process presented in the original project-wide Alternatives Analysis. As
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part of this evaluation process, SPLP considered opportunities to change the permitted route to avoid and
minimize potential environmental impacts, while simultaneously considering potential construction and
operational constraints presented by adjacent landowners, existing land uses, infrastructure obstacles, and
other factors affecting use of existing technology, cost, and logistics.
Specifically, SPLP performed desktop and onsite assessments of the Goldfinch HDD reroute “evaluation
area”, which included, but was not limited to, the area bounded by the permitted right-of-way (to the north),
currently proposed reroute (to the south), and the end points where the currently proposed reroute departs
from the permitted right-of-way (to the west and east). This evaluation area encompassed the potential of
“routing the proposed reroute further north of its current southern extent, perhaps closer to the current
route.”
Based on the assessment, SPLP identified and evaluated the following site-specific routing opportunities
and constraints within the subject evaluation area (including consideration of open cut and non-HDD
trenchless construction methods):











The presence of numerous stream channels generally north-south oriented, including a number
of meandering and braided stream systems covering a greater areal extent and exhibiting a more
complex orientation toward the northern portion of the subject evaluation area;
The presence of numerous wetland areas and complexes associated with and/or adjacent to the
above-noted stream channels, particularly toward the northern portion of the subject evaluation
area;
The presence of a greater areal extent of PFO wetlands, particularly toward the northern portion
of the subject evaluation area, including along and adjacent to the permitted right-of-way;
The presence of a pond and adjacent forested buffer area toward the eastern end of the subject
evaluation area;
The presence of a large and generally unfragmented (with the exception of residential
development) forested area encompassing the majority of the eastern half of the subject
evaluation area;
The presence of a few, sporadic, non-forested (scrub-shrub and open or agricultural) lands
toward the southern portion of the evaluation area;
The presence of numerous residences and associated infrastructure (i.e., outbuildings, roads,
driveways, and potential associated aboveground and buried utilities or septic systems) and
adjacent forested buffer area, particularly toward the northern portion of the subject evaluation
area;
The presence of potential newly affected landowners and associated landowner concerns related
to establishment of a new permanent right-of-way easement; and
Existing configuration of existing parcel/property boundary lines.

Based on the assessment of the above-described opportunities and constraints, SPLP selected the shortest
practicable route, taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics, that also results in the
least impact to environmental and human environment resources, including:






Crosses stream channels perpendicularly and at optimal locations (based on channel width,
adjacent topography, resource areal extent and complexity, etc.) to avoid complex
meandering/braided stream channels and adjacent wetland complexes located toward the
northern portion of the subject evaluation area;
Avoids impacts to PFO wetlands located toward the northern portion of the subject evaluation
area;
Avoids the pond and adjacent forested buffer area located toward the eastern end of the subject
evaluation area;
Minimizes impacts to, and fragmentation of, the large and generally unfragmented (with the
exception of residential areas) forested area encompassing the majority of the eastern half of the
subject evaluation area to the extent practicable by:
o routing the pipeline along the southern and eastern edges of this forested area, and
parallel and adjacent to existing property boundary lines;
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crossing the contiguous portion of this forested area at its narrowest portion (for the
shortest length), with open lands proximate to the west and east; and
o incorporating crossings a few, sporadic, non-forested (scrub-shrub and open or
agricultural) lands located along the southern portion of the evaluation area;
Avoids residences and associated infrastructure (i.e., outbuildings, roads, driveways, and
potential associated aboveground and buried utilities or septic systems) and adjacent forested
buffer area located toward the northern portion of the subject evaluation area;
Routing parallel and adjacent to (co-located with) existing property boundary lines to minimize
easement fragmentation of affected parcels, to the extent practicable; and
Consideration and accommodation of newly and potentially affected landowner preferences and
concerns related to routing and establishment of a permanent right-of-way easement, to the
extent practicable.
o





Mirco-Siting Adjustments to Proposed Goldfinch HDD Reroute
SPLP further evaluated several micro-siting adjustments to the proposed reroute to potentially further avoid
or minimize impacts to wetlands, SPLP applied the following general objectives to the selection of the
proposed reroute, to the extent practicable:









Shortest length of route alignment;
Straight-line route alignment of the pipeline centerline and permanent right-of-way easements
between points of inflection;
Minimize the number of newly affected parcels and landowners;
Parallel and adjacent to existing property boundary lines (and avoid easement fragmentation of
affected parcels and landowners);
Accommodation of newly and potentially affected landowner preferences and concerns related
to routing and establishment of a permanent right-of-way easement;
Least impact to environmental resources, including wetlands and waterbodies; and
Least impact to human environment resources.

As a result of this micro-routing assessment, the currently proposed reroute (and use of the open cut
construction method) is technically feasible and has the least impact on environmental and human
environmental resources, taking into consideration existing technology and logistics. Therefore, SPLP
selected the currently proposed reroute as the preferred route alignment. SPLP does not propose any
changes in the currently proposed reroute (permanent right-of-way, construction workspace) for all subject
wetlands, or the pipeline centerline alignment for Wetlands W1r and W7r. However, SPLP herein proposes
and adopts minor adjustments of the pipeline centerline alignment 5-feet southward at Wetlands W3r and
W5r and 2.5-feet westward at Wetlands W7r and W8r to avoid (Wetlands W3r, W5r, and W8r) or slightly
reduce the length of (Wetland W7r) direct open cut (trench excavation), and to further reduce construction
impacts (via use of timber mats over a portion of the wetland boundary). Although the construction
workspace and permanent right-of-way encompass portions of these wetlands, timber mats would be
placed in these portions of the wetlands to allow temporary access of construction equipment and personnel
across the wetlands. Direct impacts to the soil profiles and hydrology of these wetlands will be avoided as
there will be no trenching through the regulated resource.
Conventional Auger Bore (CAB) Alternative
SPLP evaluated the use of the conventional auger bore (CAB) construction method across the entire
approximately 1-mile-long currently proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment, as well as for certain
segments of the reroute alignment, and determined that use of this existing construction technology is
neither technically feasible nor practicable due to crossing length limitations, the non-linear alignment of
the reroute, constructability concerns, logistical challenges, and cost, as discussed below.
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Entire Reroute
Use of the CAB construction method across the entire approximately 1-mile-long currently proposed
Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment is neither technically feasible nor practicable primarily due to, but not
limited to, the length limitations of this construction technology, as discussed below.
As discussed in the original Alternatives Analysis (Section 4.1.2 – Practicability Constraints in the
Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis [TCFA]), auger boring was initially developed to cross under
two-lane roadways with an average length of 40 feet and a maximum length of 70 feet. However, with
demand for longer installations increasing, the current maximum extent for a CAB installation of a 16-inchdiameter pipeline is approximately 390 feet (note that 390 feet was used as an initial screening criterion in
the TCFA). Accordingly, this crossing methodology should only be considered for avoidance of obstacles
of somewhat less than 390 feet in length, and therefore would be considered not technically feasible for the
current approximately 1-mile-long reroute crossing alignment. Furthermore, based on experience gained
during construction of the PPP Project, CAB installation should be limited to approximately 200 linear feet
at a time, or less, varying by the underlying substrate. CABs for the 16- and 20-inch-diameter pipelines,
attempted at longer distances, have at times had alignment drift and elevation deflections which have
complicated installation. Drift and deflection are safety concerns when boring adjacent to in-service
pipelines and other utilities. As a result, use of the CAB construction method for the entire approximately
1-mile-long Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment: 1) is not a technically feasible alternative; and 2) is not a
practicable alternative taking into consideration cost, safety, existing technology, and logistics. Therefore,
the CAB construction method is not the preferred or selected alternative for this reroute.
Combination Open-Cut/CAB Alternatives
Given a CAB construction method alone is neither technically feasible nor practicable for the entire
approximately 1-mile-long Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment (see above), SPLP evaluated a theoretical
combination open cut/CAB crossing alternative across this alignment. This combination open cut/CAB
crossing alternative was developed with consideration and incorporation of:







best engineering design practices;
requirements for the reroute to interconnect with the CAB bore pit located on the west side of, and
use trenchless construction methods to install the 16-inch-diameter pipeline beneath, William Penn
Avenue (State Route 271);
known areal extent and classification of existing PADEP-regulated wetlands, waterbodies, and
floodplains/floodways, and objective to avoid or minimize surface disturbance to these resources;
known areal extent and protection requirements of existing agency-regulated significant land use,
cultural, and human environment resources, and objective to avoid or minimize surface disturbance
to these resources;
known existing topographic conditions and constraints at the ground surface along and adjacent to
the current approximately 1-mile-long crossing alignment; and
given these conditions and constraints, the objective to use the minimum linear extent of the CAB
construction method (potentially) practicable.

The theoretical combination open cut/CAB crossing alternative described below was selected as the most
conservative alternative to potentially further avoid or minimize construction impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies.
Description of Alternative
SPLP considered and evaluated use of the CAB construction method to avoid direct surface impacts
(associated with the open cut construction method) to each of the individual wetland and stream crossings
along the approximately 1-mile-long Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment, and use of the open cut construction
method across the remaining portions (in between each resource to interconnect each individual CAB
construction method crossing) of the alignment. Specifically, this theoretical combination open cut/CAB
crossing alternative would involve a total of 12 individual CAB construction method crossings to install the
16-inch-diameter pipeline beneath or adjacent to (currently proposed reroute alignment as revised per
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response to item 9 avoids direct trench excavation) the following 15 individual wetland and stream resource
crossings (from west to east):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Wetland W1r (PEM, non-EV) at a first crossing location;
Wetland W1r (PEM, non-EV) at a second crossing location;
Wetland W1r (PEM, non-EV) at a third crossing location;
Stream S1r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated Drains to CWF) and Wetland W2r (PEM, EV);
Stream S2r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated Drains to CWF);
adjacent to Wetland W3r (PEM, non-EV);
adjacent to Wetland W5r (PSS, non-EV);
Wetland W6r (PSS, non-EV)
Stream S4r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated CWF);
Wetland W7r (PSS, non-EV) and Stream W6r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated Drains to CWF);
adjacent to Wetland W8r (PSS, non-EV); and
Wetland W9r (PSS, non-EV) and Stream S7r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated CWF) which is
encompassed within the boundaries of Wetland 9r.

This theoretical combination open cut/CAB crossing alternative was selected as the most conservative
alternative to potentially further avoid or minimize construction impacts to wetlands and waterbodies.
Analysis of Alternative
Open Cut with 12 Individual CAB Construction Method Crossings
The use of 12 individual CAB construction method crossings to avoid direct open cut (trench excavation)
and associated surface and near-surface impacts to the 15 individual wetland and stream resource
crossings is not technically feasible (with no temporary access) and not the preferred alternative (with
temporary access) based on a number of considerations related to existing technology, logistics, and cost,
as discussed below.
No Temporary Access – Based on the presence, areal extent, and distribution of the 15 individual wetland
and stream resource crossings across the currently proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment, a total of
12 individual CAB construction method crossings (if technically feasible and practicable) would be required
to implement this alternative. As a practical consideration, use of the CAB construction method with no
temporary access across these resource crossings is not technically feasible. Temporary access would
still be required across each of the 12 individual CAB construction method crossings (and 15 individual
wetland and stream resources) to provide access for construction equipment, materials, vehicles, and
personnel across the entire reroute alignment to install the 16-inch-diameter pipeline via the combination
open cut and CAB construction methods. Therefore, use of the CAB construction method with no temporary
access across these resource crossings is not the selected alternative for this reroute.
With Temporary Access – In general, the primary intent of the use of trenchless crossings is to avoid direct
surface and near surface impacts to wetland and stream resources. Use of the CAB construction method
with temporary access (if technically feasible and practicable) would theoretically avoid direct open cut
(trench excavation) of 12 of the 15 individual wetland and stream resource crossings (currently proposed
route as revised in response to item 9 avoids trench excavation of Wetlands W3r, W5r, and W8r). However,
temporary access would still be required across each of the 15 individual wetland and stream resources to
provide access for construction equipment, materials, vehicles, and personnel across the entire reroute
alignment to install the 16-inch-diameter pipeline via the combination open cut and CAB construction
methods. Specifically, temporary access would be required by the installation, use, and removal of timber
mats in affected wetlands and equipment bridges across affected streams. As a result, this alternative
would not completely avoid impacts, and would result in limited reduction of direct surface and near-surface
impacts (primarily associated with direct trench excavation), to the affected 15 individual wetland and
stream resource crossings compared to the use of the open cut construction method alone.
Furthermore, as discussed in the original project-wide Alternatives Analysis, with the implementation of
industry-standard and additional federal, state, and local agency-required best management practices,
open cut (direct trench excavation and associated temporary access) impacts to wetlands and streams are
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temporary and minor. The impacted resources include only one EV wetland (Wetland W2r), no PFO
wetlands, and no PADEP Chapter 93 designated HQ streams. As a result, use of the subject individual
CAB construction methods crossings will result in limited additional reduction in direct surface and nearsurface impacts to the affected 15 individual wetland and stream resource crossings compared to the use
of the open cut construction method alone.
In addition, use of the 12 individual CAB construction method crossings with temporary access (if technically
feasible and practicable) raises several substantive logistical challenges compared to the use of the open
cut construction method alone. Specifically, this alternative would substantively increase the total areal
extent of excavation and temporary spoil pile storage across the entire reroute alignment, as a total of up
to 24 bore pits would be required to support the 12 individual CAB construction method crossings (one
entry and one exit pit per bore). This alternative also would substantively increase the total duration of
construction across these resources (on the order of 10 times the duration) compared to use of the open
cut construction method alone. Due to temporary access requirements across the entire reroute alignment,
temporary access (installation, use, and removal of timber mats in affected wetlands and equipment bridges
across affected streams) and associated surface impacts would be required for the entire increased
construction duration. This alternative also would require additional temporary workspace to accommodate
construction workspace requirements (e.g., bore pits, spoil pile storage, temporary equipment storage and
access) and associated acquisition of additional easements from affected landowners.
Finally, the use of 12 individual CAB construction method crossings (if technically feasible and practicable)
would result in a substantive increase in construction costs (on the order of 2 times the cost) compared to
use of the open cut construction method alone. Additional costs would include, but not be limited to,
equipment, material, and labor efforts required to perform detailed surface and subsurface surveys; detailed
design and workspace layout; acquisition of additional easements for additional temporary workspaces;
bore pit excavation; mobilization, installation, and demobilization of CAB construction equipment, materials,
vehicles, and personnel; and additional thick-walled (CAB-capable) pipe.
Based on this analysis, use of the combination open cut/CAB construction method alternative, using 12
individual CAB construction method crossings with temporary access, results in limited reduction of surface
and near-surface impacts (primarily associated with direct trench excavation) to the affected 15 individual
wetland and stream resource crossings, while resulting in a substantive increase in logistical challenges
and substantive increase in construction duration and cost, compared to the use of the open cut
construction method alone. Therefore, this alternative is not the preferred or selected alternative for this
reroute.
CAB Construction Method Crossing of Individual Resources
A total of six (6) single (individual or isolated) wetland or stream crossings occur across the Goldfinch HDD
reroute alignment, and include the following:







Wetland W1r (PEM, non-EV) at a first crossing location;
Wetland W1r (PEM, non-EV) at a second crossing location;
Wetland W1r (PEM, non-EV) at a third crossing location;
Stream S2r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated Drains to CWF);
adjacent to Wetland W3r (PEM, non-EV); and
adjacent to Wetland W5r (PSS, non-EV).

Use of a single CAB construction method with temporary access at any of these six (6) single (individual or
isolated) wetland or stream crossings along reroute alignment would result in the same issues, analysis,
and conclusions discussed above for the use of all 12 individual CAB construction method crossings across
the entire Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment. Specifically, use of the CAB construction method with
temporary access at any of these single (individual or isolated) wetland or stream crossings would result in
limited reduction of surface and near-surface impacts (primarily associated with avoidance of direct trench
excavation of Wetland W1r at all three crossings and Stream S2r only), while resulting in a substantive
increase in logistical challenges and substantive increase in construction duration and cost, compared to
the use of the open cut construction method alone. In general, these conclusions would be particularly
exacerbated given the limited areal extent (impact area) and classification (non-EV, non-HQ) of these six
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(6) single (individual or isolated) wetland or stream crossings. Therefore, this alternative is not the preferred
or selected alternative for these resource crossings along the Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment.
CAB Construction Method Crossing of Adjacent Resources – Stream S1r/Wetland W2r
Use of the CAB construction method with temporary access to cross adjacent resources, specifically
Stream S1r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated Drains to CWF) and Wetland W2r (PEM, EV), along the
Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment would result in the same issues, analysis, and conclusions discussed
above for the use of all 12 individual CAB construction method crossings across the entire Goldfinch HDD
reroute alignment. However, based on the adjacency of these resources and EV designation of Wetland
W2r, SPLP considered and evaluated the use of a single theoretical CAB construction method crossing of
these resources, and determined use of this alternative was suboptimal (at best) and potentially not
technically feasible primarily due to change in elevation (not a horizontal profile) and associated site-specific
topographic constraints, as discussed below.
Based on best engineering design parameters, the shortest (potentially) practicable CAB construction
method crossing length of Stream S1r/Wetland W2r (only) is approximately 140 feet (note that the length
would be over 200 feet with the inclusion of a private access road to the immediate west of these resources,
and therefore extending the CAB crossing to include this road was considered technically infeasible and
eliminated from further consideration). As discussed in Section 4.1.2 – Practicability Constraints in the
Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis (TCFA) and above, a CAB typically is technically limited to 200
feet in length varying by the underlying substrate (as opposed to the 390-foot length used as an initial
screening criterion in the TCFA). Therefore, an approximately 140-foot-wide CAB construction method
crossing of these resources is within the range of potential technical feasibility.
As further discussed in Section 4.1.1 – Physical/Technical Constraints of the TCFA, use of the CAB
construction method also fundamentally involves horizontal boring and straight alignment to install a pipe
beneath the obstacle to be crossed, and thus requires relatively level terrain from entry pit to exit pit, and
site conditions that allow a straight bore alignment. Along the theoretical approximately 140-foot-long
crossing alignment, the west entry/exit point is located west of Stream S1r with a setback (buffer zone) of
approximately 20 feet at a surface elevation of approximately 1,743 feet above mean sea level (amsl), and
the surface elevation slopes from Stream S1r upward to the eastern entry/exit point located east of Wetland
W2r with (buffer zone) of approximately 20 feet at a surface elevation of approximately 1,759 feet amsl. As
a result, the net change (gain) in elevation from west to east is approximately 16 feet. Additionally, the
surface elevation of Stream S1r is approximately 1,741 feet amsl, with pipeline installation a minimum of 5
feet below the stream bed at approximately 1,736 feet asml (an additional elevation difference of 7 feet,
thus totaling 23 feet elevation gain across the crossing profile). Due to the elevation increase across the
crossing alignment from the west entry/exit bore pit and stream bed to the east entry/exit bore pit, the bore
profile would be uphill rather than level (horizontal), such that use of the CAB construction method is this
crossing area is was suboptimal (at best) and potentially not technically feasible.
Based on existing topography and use of the minimum approximately 140-foot CAB length, the depths east
and west entry/exit bore pits would exceed typical standards and present significant safety concerns for
construction equipment, materials, and personnel, as pit walls would require extensive shoring and diligent
monitoring to prevent failure or collapse during the lengthy boring process. In addition, the west entry/exit
bore pit adjacent to Stream S1r has the potential to encounter the groundwater table (of Stream S1r) and
experience flooding, resulting in significant safety concerns for construction equipment, materials, and
personnel. Therefore, use of the CAB construction method is suboptimal (at best) with regard to safety of
construction equipment, materials, and personnel at this location.
Based on this analysis, use of a single theoretical CAB construction method crossing of adjacent resources
Stream S1r/Wetland 2r is suboptimal (at best) and potentially not technically feasible primarily due to
change in elevation (not a horizontal profile) and associated site-specific topographic constraints.
Therefore, this alternative is not the preferred or selected alternative for these resource crossings along the
Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment.
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CAB Construction Method Crossing of Adjacent Resources – Remaining Resources
A total of seven (7) individual wetland or stream resources occur in a somewhat evenly distributed and
close grouping across the easternmost, approximately 600-foot-long segment of the Goldfinch HDD reroute
alignment, and include the following:






Wetland W6r (PSS, non-EV);
Stream S4r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated CWF);
Wetland W7r (PSS, non-EV) and Stream W6r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated Drains to CWF);
adjacent to Wetland W8r (PSS, non-EV); and
Wetland W9r (PSS, non-EV) and Stream S7r (a PADEP Chapter 93 designated CWF) which is
encompassed within the boundaries of Wetland 9r.

Use of the CAB construction method with temporary access to cross the above-listed adjacent resources
along the Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment would result in the same issues, analysis, and conclusions
discussed above for the use of all 12 individual CAB construction method crossings across the entire
Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment. However, based on the distribution of these resources (single crossings
that are somewhat adjacent), SPLP considered and evaluated the use of a several single theoretical CAB
construction method crossings of these resources, and determined use of this alternative was not
technically feasible, as discussed below.
The use of a single CAB construction method across any of these seven (7) individual wetland or stream
resources is not technically feasible due to the distribution of the resources, particularly due to the limited
distance between each resource providing inadequate space to establish bore pits without directly
impacting an adjacent resource. Specifically, the maximum distances between resources along the
currently proposed pipeline centerline (i.e., the maximum length between the boundaries of wetland or
stream resources that would be affected by CAB bore pits and associated additional temporary workspace
requirements) is less than 90 feet (not considering additional required setback distances adjacent to
resources on each end of a potential CAB crossing area), including:







Wetland W6r – Stream S4r = 45 feet;
Stream S4r – Wetland W7r = 86 feet;
Wetland W7r – Stream S6r = 3 feet;
Stream S6r – Wetland W8r = 24 feet;
Wetland W8r – Wetland W9r = 65 feet; and
Wetland W9r – Stream S7r = 0 feet (S7r within W9r boundary).

In addition, points of inflection in the pipeline centerline and permanent right-of-way easement along the
reroute alignment are not conducive to establishment of an individual, straight-line CAB construction
method crossing of Wetland 6r or Stream 7r/Wetland9r.
Finally, use of the CAB construction method is technically limited to less than 200 linear feet at a time (and
varying by the underlying substrate). Due to the resource spacing constraints along this segment of the
reroute alignment, there are no subset locations across the current approximately 600-foot-long crossing
alignment to feasibly employ this type of installation method.
As a result of these constraints, it is not technically feasible to use the CAB construction method to cross
any individual wetland or stream resource or subset thereof. Therefore, this alternative is not the preferred
or selected alternative for these resource crossings along the Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment.
Direct Pipe Bore Alternative
SPLP evaluated the use of the Direct Pipe Bore construction method across the entire approximately 1mile-long currently proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment, as well as for certain segments of the
reroute alignment, and determined that use of this existing construction technology is neither technically
feasible nor practicable due to crossing length limitations, the non-linear alignment of the reroute,
constructability concerns, logistical challenges, and cost, as discussed below.
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Entire Reroute
Use of the Direct Pipe Bore construction method across the entire approximately 1-mile-long currently
proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment is neither technically feasible nor practicable primarily due to,
but not limited to, the length and straight-line alignment limitations of this construction technology.
Specifically, the entire current crossing alignment is approximately 1 mile in length, which exceeds the limits
of Direct Pipe Bore technology. Additionally, use of the Direct Pipe Bore requires a straight-line alignment
between entry and exit points, which simply is not supported by the curvilinear alignment of the
approximately 1-mile-long currently proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute. Therefore, the Direct Pipe Bore
construction method is not the preferred or selected alternative for this reroute.
Reroute Segments
Use of the Direct Pipe Bore construction method across any individual straight-line segments (between
points of inflection) along the currently proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment is neither technically
feasible nor practicable due to the limitations of this existing technology, as discussed below.
The Direct Pipe Bore method is also known as "microtunneling". This method of pipeline installation is a
remote-controlled, continuously supported pipe jacking method. During the direct pipe installation,
operations are managed by an operator in an above-ground control room alongside of the installation pit.
Rock and soil cutting and removal occurs by drilling fluid injection through the cutting tool during rotation at
the face of the bore, and the cuttings are forced into inlet holes in the crushing cone at the tool face for
circulation to a recycling plant through a closed system. The entire operating system for this method of
pipeline installation, including the cutting tool drive hydraulics, fluid injection, fluid return, and operating
controls are enclosed inside the outside diameter bore pipe (or casing pipe) being installed. At the
launching point/entry pit, the bore pipe is attached to a "jacking block" that hammers the bore pipe while
the tool is cutting through the substrate or geology. The cutting tool face is marginally larger in diameter
than the pipe to which it is attached. As a result, there is minimal annulus space, which minimizes the
potential for drilling fluid returns or the production of groundwater returning back to the point of entry.
SPLP’s construction contractors have successfully completed one (1) Direct Pipe Bore approximately 925
feet in length on the Pennsylvania Pipeline Project. Use of the Direct Pipe Bore construction method along
any potential segment of the reroute alignment (with one exception) were determined to be not practicable,
primarily due to the limited number, minimal areal extent, isolated distribution, and classification (no EV
wetlands, no HQ streams) of wetland and stream resources that would be avoided by, and consideration
of construction costs associated with, this trenchless construction method.
However, based on the presence, areal extent, and distribution of wetland and stream resources along the
reroute alignment, SPLP analyzed the option to employ a Direct Pipe Bore for an approximately 620-footlong trenchless crossing of the easternmost, mostly straight-line, segment that includes seven (7)
somewhat evenly distributed wetland and stream crossings, as discussed below.
Similar to the analysis discussed for use the CAB construction method, in general, the primary intent of the
use of trenchless crossings is to avoid direct surface and near surface impacts to wetland and stream
resources. Use of the Direct Pipe Bore construction method (if technically feasible and practicable) would
require temporary access to provide access for construction equipment, materials, vehicles, and personnel
across the entire reroute segment. Although this alternative would theoretically avoid direct open cut
(trench excavation) of seven (7) individual wetland and stream resource crossings (currently proposed route
as revised in response to item 9 avoids trench excavation of Wetland W8r), temporary access would still
be required across each of the seven (7) individual wetland and stream resources, including the installation,
use, and removal of timber mats in affected wetlands and equipment bridges across affected streams. As
a result, this alternative would not completely avoid impacts, and would result in limited reduction of direct
surface and near-surface impacts (primarily associated with direct trench excavation), to the seven (7)
individual wetland and stream resource crossings compared to the use of the open cut construction method
alone.
Based on the currently proposed reroute alignment, the straight-line alignment of the Direct Pipe Bore would
be located outside of the currently proposed construction workspace, such that additional temporary
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workspace and associated acquisition of easements from affected landowners would be required. Based
on the currently proposed open cut construction method design, there is insufficient workspace outside of
the wetland/stream resource boundaries to feasibly establish a Direct Pipe Bore entry rig setup, and
additional temporary workspace at the northern end of the Direct Pipe Bore would further encroach adjacent
to an existing private residence and access drive and be constrained by William Penn Road (State Route
271). In general, temporary workspace and access along this segment (from William Penn Road [State
Route 271] to the east) would represent a challenge due to constrained additional temporary workspace
and use of temporary access roads across numerous resources (timber mats across wetlands and
equipment bridges across streams) to support transportation of oversized and heavy Direct Pipe Bore
equipment.
A typical Direct Pipe Bore construction method would substantively increase the construction schedule (on
the order of 2 times the duration) to complete the crossing (i.e., mobilization; setup and anchoring of Direct
Pipe Bore machine; 24-inch-diameter pipeline casing installation; 16-inch-diameter pipeline installation
within the casing; removal of Direct Pipe Bore machine and anchoring; and demobilization) compared to
the typical use of the open cut construction method alone. A typical Direct Pipe Bore construction method
also would significantly increase the cost (on the order of 20 times the cost) to complete the crossing
compared to the typical use of the open cut construction method alone.
Based on the results of this analysis, use of the Direct Pipe Bore construction method for the subject
approximately 620-foot-long crossing area is not a practicable alternative taking into consideration cost,
existing technology, and logistics. Therefore, the Direct Pipe Bore construction method is not the preferred
or selected alternative for this crossing location.
Conclusion
Based on the foregoing analysis, the currently proposed reroute alignment and use of the open cut
construction method, with the adoption of the proposed micro-siting adjustments to the pipeline centerline
alignment to avoid (Wetlands W3r, W5r, and W8r) or slightly reduce the length of (Wetland W7r) direct open
cut (trench excavation) and further reduce construction impacts (via use of timber mats over a portion of
the wetland boundary) to wetlands, is technically feasible and has the least impact on environmental and
human environmental resources, taking into consideration existing technology and logistics. Therefore,
SPLP selected the currently proposed reroute, as revised by micro-siting, as the preferred route alignment.
Also based on the foregoing analysis, use of the CAB and Direct Pipe Bore construction methods across
the entire approximately 1-mile-long currently proposed Goldfinch HDD reroute alignment are not
technically feasible primarily due to, but not limited to, the length limitations and straight-line alignment
limitations of these construction technologies. Finally, use of the CAB and Direct Pipe Bore construction
methods for certain segments of the reroute alignment are either not technically feasible or not practicable
due to crossing length limitations, the non-linear alignment of the reroute, constructability concerns,
logistical challenges, and cost. Therefore, these alternatives are not the preferred or selected alternatives
for this reroute.
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Note: The EA provided herein provides information relevant to the major permit
modification required at the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute in
Jackson Township, Cambria County, Pennsylvania, and includes specific excerpts
and information previously submitted by Sunoco Pipeline, L.P. as part of the
approved Pennsylvania Pipeline Project (PPP) Chapter 105 Joint Permit (E11-352).
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Module S1: Project Summary
S1.A Overall Project Description
Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (SPLP) requests a major permit modification for a change in the route and
installation methods of the 16-inch diameter pipeline from a Horizontal Directional Drill (HDD) to
a conventional open trench and a conventional auger bore under William Penn Avenue (State
Route 271). While conducting the permitted Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue and William
Penn HDDs for installation of the 20-inch pipeline through this area, several inadvertent returns
(IRs) occurred and resulted in unpermitted discharges to Waters of the Commonwealth. The 20inch HDD profiles were designed to the upper stress limits of the pipe to increase the depth of
installation and to minimize the likelihood of IR events; however, due to the weakness of the
geology above the profile, IRs occurred and despite numerous grouting attempts to seal the IR
pathways, repetitive IR events could not be prevented. Given the geologic conditions at these
HDD locations, the HDD evaluation staff cannot assure the Department that the 16-inch HDDs
will not have similar problems in this area. Therefore, SPLP has elected to abandon any future
HDD attempts to install the 16-inch pipeline through this area and has sought an alternate route
of installation agreeable to the landowners and that minimizes impacts to Waters of the
Commonwealth.
The 1.1 mile reroute would involve a conventional open trench excavation through eleven (11)
ten (10) wetlands (including one [1] pond), nine (9) streams, and the floodway only of one (1)
stream. All work will be conducted in accordance with permit conditions/requirements as well as
the E&S and restoration plans (refer to Appendix D of this permit modification). The crossing will
not result in any loss of wetland area or water quality/quantity and the localized impacts are
considered minor and temporary.
Please refer to Attachment A of this permit modification request packet for the Project Description
and Alternatives Analysis for this proposed change in installation method and alignment.
CEA Requirements
Per PADEP Technical Policy Guidance Document No. 310-2137-006, a Comprehensive
Environmental Assessment that analyzes the alternatives, impacts, mitigation and
antidegradation for all structures and activities associated with the overall Project was included
with the original PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application submitted to PADEP (E11-352. APS
879354). Specifically, Attachment 11 EAF, Enclosure E Part 3 addresses alternatives; Part 2
includes impacts; Part 4 identifies impact avoidance minimization and mitigation; and, Part 5
discusses antidegradation.
Information applicable to this specific permit modification request are presented in this submittal
as follows:





Alternatives – Module S3, S3.F
Impacts – Module S3, S3.B
Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation – Module S4
Antidegradation – Module S3, S3.E
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S1.B Project Purpose, Need, Water Dependency, and Summary of Resources and Impacts
Project Purpose & Need
As presented in the original PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit (E11-352), the overall Project will
provide transportation service of natural gas liquids (NGLs) with the combined pipelines from the
Utica and Marcellus Shale formations for both domestic and international markets. NGLs are
separated from the natural gas stream before consumer ready (dry) natural gas is shipped on the
natural gas pipeline network. Upstream shippers are currently limited by the shortage of NGL
transport systems. In addition, the Project will provide various delivery points to local
Pennsylvania distributors for supply of needed propane supplies, at affordable prices, for use as
heating and/or cooking fuel by consumers in Pennsylvania and neighboring states, increasing
these fuel access and supply during peak demand periods when supplies would otherwise
become short. Butane will also be shipped to local markets as a component of gasoline to ensure
gasoline suppliers can meet seasonal vapor pressure restrictions.
Water Dependency
As presented in the original PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit (E11-352), constructing and operating
a natural gas liquids pipeline is not, per se, a water-dependent project. However, because of
Pennsylvania’s abundant water and wetland resources, any project which travels approximately
300 miles west to east across the Commonwealth requires the crossing of, and therefore access
to, waters and wetlands. The overall Project requires access and proximity to and siting in, on,
over or under waters and wetlands in order to achieve its primary purpose to transport natural gas
liquids from Houston, Washington County to SPLP’s existing facility in Marcus Hook, Delaware
County. Therefore, the linear nature and approximately 300-mile length of the Project across 17
counties west to east in Pennsylvania makes the Project water-dependent.
Summary of Resources & Impacts
The impacts associated with the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue and William Penn Avenue
Reroute will total approximately 33,534 ft2 (0.77 acre) of permanent and 1,172 958 ft2 (0.03 0.022
acre) of temporary wetland impacts, 4,480 ft2 (0.10 acre) of permanent and 88 ft2 (0.002 acre) of
temporary stream impacts, and approximately 56,446 ft2 (1.30 acres) of permanent and 12,692
ft2 (0.29 acre) of temporary floodway impacts, respectively. Although PADEP defines pipeline
operation and maintenance activities as permanent impacts, the impacts are considered
minor/localized and temporary as the disturbed areas of the affected wetlands, streams, and
associated floodways will be restored to their preconstruction condition (i.e., vegetation, elevation,
flow, stream substrate, stream banks, hydrologic conditions). In addition, the wetland soils will be
segregated during construction (double ditching) to maintain the native seed bank/composition
and the PSS wetlands will be replanted with shrubs following construction. The resource
crossings will not involve any permanent fill; the streams will not be relocated, and there will be
no permanent loss of stream or wetland habitat or permanent loss of functions and values
associated with the reroute modification request. Please refer to Appendix E of this permit
modification request packet for the updated Aquatic Resource Impact Table.
Wetland (W2r) is classified as an exceptional value (EV) wetland as it is located in or along the
floodplain of the reach of a wild trout stream. SPLP will restore the disturbed EV wetland to its
pre-existing condition such that surface water hydrology is restored and the re-establishment of
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hydrophytic vegetation is facilitated. SPLP will also implement E&S BMPs including the
appropriate antidegradation best available combination of technologies (ABACT) measures for
the EV wetland. No long-term impacts to this resource are anticipated.
The proposed reroute would cross streams designated by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission (PAFBC) as Drains to Approved Trout Waters (ATW), Drains to ATW, or Drains to
ATW and Trout Natural Reproduction (TNR) streams, or Drains to ATW and Stocked Trout
Streams (STS). Therefore, SPLP will comply with timing window restrictions/limitations (i.e., 3/1
to 6/15 for ATW/STS and 10/1 through 12/31 for TNR) during construction and will work with the
appropriate agencies to avoid and minimize potential impacts to trout/spawning/migrating fish.
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Module S2: Resource ID & Characterization
S2.A Location Map & Wetland Delineation Report.
The original location of the Project is provided in the Location Map prepared and submitted for
the Project’s Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application for Cambria County. The applicable page from
the original application is provided in Appendix S2.A-1 and has been modified to reflect the
location of the Project with the proposed Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute as well
as the locations of the wetlands and streams affected.
Similarly, an Aquatic Resources Report for Cambria County was prepared in July 2015 and
submitted as part of the PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application. The Aquatic Resources
Report presents the results and conclusions of wetland and stream identification activities
completed for the entire Project right-of-way. For this major permit modification request, an
excerpt of the Aquatic Resources Report including information on Wetlands N20 and O35, and
Streams N35, O43, and O44 are included as Appendix S2.A-2. In addition, a wetland delineation
survey was conducted on December 5, 2018 and a supplemental Aquatic Resources Report with
information on the wetlands and streams affected by the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue
Reroute are also included in Appendix S2.A-2.
The proposed Project reroute will not cross any designated national, state, or local, parks forest
or recreation areas; State Game Lands, natural wild, or wilderness areas; national, state, or local
historic sites; national natural landmarks; wildlife refuges or management areas; federal, state,
local, or private plant or wildlife sanctuaries; cultural or archaeological landmarks; designated
critical or significant habitats, core habitats, or supporting landscapes. However, the proposed
Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute will cross soils classified as Prime Farmland in
Cambria County. Specifically, it is anticipated that the proposed reroute will cross approximately
480 feet of Prime Farmland.
No public water suppliers (PWS) were identified within 0.5 mile of the proposed Goldfinch
Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute.
S2.B Aquatic Resources
For this permit modification request, SPLP identified all aquatic resources present within the
Project reroute area and the resources that would be affected by the proposed reroute including
eleven (11) wetlands, and nine (9) streams, and the floodway only of one (1) stream.
Wetland W1r is crossed by the Project in three different locations. The entirety of the delineated
limits of wetland W1r is identified as a palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland cover type. The
dominant vegetation is generally consistent through each of the three proposed crossings of
wetland W1r, primarily consisting of reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea). The soils identified
exhibit a borderline low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/1) with a silty loam texture (between 0 to 3 inches)
and a low-chroma matrix (10YR 4/2) with a silty loam texture (between 3 to 14 inches) that
contains redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8).
Wetland W2r where the Project crosses is identified as a PEM wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of reed canary grass, melic mannagrass (Glyceria melicaria), and common
rush (Juncus effusus). The soils identified exhibit a borderline low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/3) with
a silty loam texture (between 0 to 3 inches) and a low-chroma matrix (10YR 4/2) with a silty loam
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texture (between 3 to 12 inches) that contains redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8). Wetland W2r
is identified as an EV wetland as it is located in or along the floodplains of the reach of stream
S1r, a wild trout stream.
Wetland W3r where the Project crosses is identified as a PEM wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of cinnamon fern (Osmundastrum cinnamomeum) and common rush. It is
a low-lying depression with an immature forest area surrounding it. The soils identified exhibit a
borderline low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/2) with a silty loam texture (between 0 to 4 inches) and a
low-chroma matrix (10YR 4/2) with a silty loam texture (between 4 to 12 inches) that contains
redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8).
Wetland W5r where the Project crosses is identified as a palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS) wetland
cover type with dominant vegetation consisting of silky dogwood (Cornus amomum), sensitive
fern (Onoclea sensibilis), arrowleaf tearthumb (Persicaria sagittata), and common rush. The soils
identified exhibit a borderline low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/1) with a silty loam texture (between 0
to 3 inches) and a low-chroma matrix (10YR 5/2) with a silty loam texture (between 3 to 14 inches)
that contains redoximorphic features (10YR 5/6). Some upland trees are present on upland
“islands” within the wetland boundary.
Wetland W6r where the Project crosses is identified as a PSS wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of pussy willow (Salix discolor), silky dogwood, sensitive fern, reed
canarygrass, and common rush. The soils identified exhibit a low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/1) with
a silty loam texture (between 0 to 4 inches) and a low-chroma matrix (10YR 5/2) with a silty loam
texture (between 4 to 12 inches) that contains redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8).
Wetland W7r where the Project crosses is identified as a PSS wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of silky dogwood, cinnamon fern, and common rush. The soils identified
exhibit a low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/1) with a silty loam texture (between 0 to 3 inches) and a
low-chroma matrix (10YR 5/2) with a silty loam texture (between 3 to 14 inches) that contains
redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8).
Wetland W8r where the Project crosses is identified as a PSS wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of silky dogwood, pussy willow, common rush, and sensitive fern. The soils
identified exhibit a low-chroma matrix (10YR 3/1) with a silty loam texture (between 0 to 4 inches)
and a low-chroma matrix (10YR 4/2) with a silty loam texture (between 4 to 14 inches) that
contains redoximorphic features (10R 5/6).
Wetland W9r where the Project crosses is identified as a PSS wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of pussy willow, gray alder (Alnus incana), and sensitive fern. The soils
identified exhibit a borderline low-chroma matrix (10YR 2/2) with a silty loam texture (between 0
to 4 inches) and a low-chroma matrix (10YR 5/2) with a silty loam texture (between 4 to 14 inches)
that contains redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8).
Wetland N20 where the Project crosses is identified as a PEM wetland cover type with vegetation
consisting of black elder (Sambucus nigra) and common spike-rush (Eleocharis palustris), along
with several other emergent plants. Although there are some shrubs present in this wetland, there
is not enough shrub density to be considered a PSS wetland. The soils identified exhibited a lowchroma matrix (10YR 3/1) with a mucky texture (between 0 and 2 inches) and a low-chroma matrix
(2.5Y 5/2) with a silty clay loam texture that contains redoximorphic features (7.5YR 5/8).
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Wetland O35 where the Project crosses is identified as a PSS wetland cover type with dominant
vegetation consisting of black willow, broad-leaf cattail (Typha latifolia), touch-me-not (Impatiens
spp.) and wrinkle-leaf goldenrod (Solidago rugosa). The soils identified exhibit a low-chroma
matrix (10YR 4/1) with a silt loam texture (between 0 and 12 inches) that contain redoximorphic
features (7.5YR 4/6).
Stream S1r is a perennial tributary to Hinckston Run with a bank to bank width of approximately
3 feet and is associated with wetland W2r. Stream S2r is an intermittent tributary to Hinckston
Run with a bank to bank width of approximately 1 foot. Stream S3r is an intermittent tributary to
Hinckston Run with a bank to bank width of approximately 2 feet and is associated with wetlands
W5r and W6r. Stream S4r is Hinckston Run, a perennial stream, with a bank to bank width of
approximately 30 feet and is associated with wetlands W6r and W7r. Stream S5r is an intermittent
unnamed tributary to Hinckston Run with a bank to bank width of approximately 2 feet and is
associated with Wetland W7r. Stream S6r is an intermittent tributary to Hinckston Run with a
bank to bank width of approximately 1 foot and is associated with wetlands W7r and W8r. Stream
S7r is a perennial tributary to Hinckston Run with a bank to bank width of approximately 10 feet
and is associated with wetland W9r. Stream N35 (S-N35) is an intermittent tributary to Hinckston
Run with a bank width of approximately 2 feet. Stream O43 (S-O43) is an intermittent tributary to
Hinckston Run with a bank width of approximately 1 foot. Stream O44 (S-O44) is a perennial
tributary to Hinckston Run with a bank width of approximately 5 feet, associated with wetlands
N19 and O35.
Based on review of eMapPA maintained by the PADEP and a review of Drainage List A of
Pennsylvania Code, Title 25, Chapter 93, SS 93.9h, the designated/protected uses and fisheries
classification for the streams are Drains to Cold Water Fisheries (CWF), except for streams S4r
(Hinckston Run), S7r (UNT to Hinckston Run) and S-O44 (UNT to Hinckston Run) which are
classified directly as CWF.
The PAFBC classifies stream S4r as ATW; streams S3r, S5r, S6r, and S7r as draining to ATW;
streams S1r, and S2r, and S3r as draining to ATW and TNR; and, streams S-N35, S-O43, and SO44 as draining to ATW and STS streams. The remaining streams are all designated as draining
to ATW. Activities within the streams are considered non-jurisdictional by the USACE.
S2.C PNDI T&E plant and animal species or State T&E Species or Species of Special
Concern Agency Coordination and Search Receipts
For this permit modification associated with the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute, a
new request was submitted to the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Index on January 17, 2019
(PNDI-675098). Based on the results of this search, no known impacts to threatened and
endangered species and/or special concern species and resources were identified within the
Project area. Therefore, no further coordination with the jurisdictional agencies is required.
Please refer to Attachment G of this permit modification request packet for the PNDI update and
agency coordination/correspondence.
S2.D Resource Classification Information; Level 2 Rapid Condition Assessment Results,
Resource Function, Riparian properties and any other relevant studies.
This permit modification request is for a change in route and installation method of the 16-inch
diameter pipeline from HDD to conventional open trench, and conventional auger bore under
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William Penn Avenue (State Route 271). Due to the proposed reroute and newly identified aquatic
resources that would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposed reroute, a brief description
of the wetlands, streams, and associated floodways are presented below for this permit
modification request.
The wetlands and streams identified for the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute are
located within the physiographic province of the Appalachian Plateau section. The surrounding
land uses include agricultural, open fields/pasture, rural housing and roads, other gas pipeline
ROWs, and/or wetland and upland scrub shrub-and forested habitats.
A wetland function-value assessment of Wetland W2r (EV wetland) was conducted and is
included as Appendix S2.A-3. As presented therein, the principal functions and values identified
for this wetland include groundwater recharge/discharge, fish and shellfish habitat, and
sediment/toxicant retention. The wetland is also suitable for floodflow alteration, nutrient removal,
sediment/shoreline stabilization, wildlife habitat and for uniqueness/heritage. The wetland is not
believed to be substantially utilized during the migration of wildlife or birds.
An assessment of the functions and values of the other remaining wetlands was also conducted
(also included in Appendix S2.A-3). As shown therein, the principal functions of the remaining
wetlands were primarily floodflow alteration, nutrient removal and sediment/shoreline
stabilization.
Four (4) streams including Streams S1r, S4r, S7r, and S-O44 were identified as perennial streams
providing potential habitat for seasonal spawning of game and non-game fish species. These
streams have the potential to be used for resting by a variety of birds and mammals. Wildlife are
more likely to utilize remote and secluded areas that offer more protection/cover for resting which
would include some portions of the forested area along the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue
Reroute. As these are perennial streams, the streams support a continuous flow of water with
moderate rates of flushing and residence times. The remaining streams, Streams S2r, S3r, S5r,
S6r, S-N35, and S-O43 are intermittent streams and do not support a continuous flow of water
throughout the year. These streams support similar habitat as perennial streams, except for
providing a year-round water source.
Although all the streams are classified as PAFBC ATW (stream S4r), Drains to ATW (streams
S3r, S5r, S6r, and S7r), Drains or Drains to ATW and TNR streams (Streams S1r, and S2r, and
S3r), or Drains to ATW and STS streams (streams S=N35, S-O43, and S-044), seasonal
migration of trout during spawning would likely be limited to Streams S1r, S4r, S7r, and S-044
based on these streams’ perennial flow characteristics. Similarly, the potential for anadromous
fish migration to occur is likely to occur for the streams designated as CWF. Regardless, SPLP
is aware of the timing window restriction associated with these streams (i.e., 3/1 to 6/15 for
ATW/STS and 10/1 through 12/31 for TNR) and will work with the appropriate agencies to
avoid/minimize potential impacts to the streams’ trout resources and comply with any agency
restrictions or limitations. SPLP will update PADEP of future agency coordination/responses as
it becomes available.
The wetlands and streams all provide a food source for invertebrates, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
and mammals. Growth of herbaceous plants constitute the food chain base that supports primary
consumers such as invertebrates and small mammal herbivores. Secondary and tertiary
consumers are supported by the diversity and abundance of prey in the wetland and stream
8
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ecosystems. In addition, most of the streams support photosynthetic algae, overhanging woody
vegetation, and/or small aquatic vascular plants that support invertebrate herbivores. Such
invertebrates are consumed by small reptiles and fish that can inhabit the streams. Both the
wetland and streams likely support aquatic insects or amphibians that meet specific prey
requirements of birds and mammals with an affinity for stream habitats such as raccoon (Procyon
lotor). The streams are also likely utilized by a variety of wildlife species as a source of drinking
water.
The water quality of the streams is considered good, as evidenced by their classifications as
CWF/drains to CWF, ATW/drains to ATW, and drains to ATW/TNR, or drains to ATW/STS
classifications. Based on the size and location of the streams, there is potential for some of the
streams to be utilized for recreational or sport fishing opportunities.
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Module S3: Identification and Description of
Potential Project Impacts
S3.A Impact Summary
Table S3.A-1 Summary of Project Impacts
Permit Modification Request for the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute
Open Cut Crossing Method
Corps 404
PADEP/105 Impacts1,2
Resource
Temporary Permanent
Temporary (ft2)
Permanent (ft2)
Category
2
2
(ft )
(ft )
Direct
Indirect
Direct
Indirect
Wetlands
34,706
N/A
0
1,172 958
0
33,534
Streams3
4,568
N/A
0
88
0
4,480
Floodways4
N/A
N/A
0
12,692
0
56,446
Note:
1 Per PADEP’s new EA instructions/guidelines (June 2017), impact area has been calculated using GIS analysis based on
waterbody length within Project workspace, multiplied by waterbody width or wetland area in the workspace and rounded to
three decimal places. Direct permanent impact is permanent loss of waterbody area due to permanent fill (all values for the
Project are “0”). Temporary direct impacts include areas where resource area is temporarily lost as a result of the Project. This
includes areas where trenching, temporary matting, spoil storage, dam and flume stream crossings, or other Project activities
temporarily shrink resource area. Pipeline operation and maintenance area is the same as construction workspaces in wetland
areas; therefore, the only temporary direct impacts associated with Project construction are access road impacts. Permanent
indirect impacts include areas necessary for permanent operation of the Project. This includes areas within the permanent
right-of-way and within the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) vegetation maintenance corridors (A ten-foot
mowing corridor and 30-foot selective cutting corridor within wetlands and within 50 feet of a waterbody’s banks, as outlined in
the FERC Wetland and Waterbody Construction and Mitigation Procedures [2013]). Temporary indirect impacts include areas
where total resource area is not affected, but temporary construction activities may affect the chemical, physical, and biological
components of an aquatic resource. This includes temporary construction workspaces and additional temporary workspace
2 Summary impact totals are not calculated in the same manner as is impacts in the Aquatic Resource Impact Table or Fee
Calculation Tables (provided in Attachment J of this EA). Impact totals are not expected to match, or sum up to, totals
illustrated in the Aquatic Resource Impact Table or Fee Calculation Tables.
3 Stream impact values exclude impacts to waived streams.
4 Floodway disturbance includes the stream impacts within the calculations, i.e., the floodway disturbance is the total proposed
disturbance according to Chapter 105 regulations.

S3B. Standard Information Responses
The requested permit modification for open cut crossing of the wetlands and streams associated
with the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute will not impact any resources identified in
Module S2, Part A except for approximately 480 sf of Prime Farmland. Therefore, SPLP will take
precautions during the construction and restoration to protect these unique soils. Potential shortterm impacts to prime farmland soils associated with construction may result in increased soil
erosion and sedimentation on steep slopes and at stream crossings due to the removal of
vegetation, compaction of soils, inclusion of rock fragments in topsoil (caused by blasting) and
poor revegetation. However, SPLP will prevent and minimize impacts on prime farmland soils.
Specifically, SPLP will segregate and conserve topsoil, utilize decompaction if necessary, and
compensate landowners for temporary suspension of crop production during the construction
period. Because SPLP will restore the Project ROW and most agricultural activities will be allowed
to resume following installation of the 16-inch pipeline, the Project would not have long-term
impacts on Prime Farmland soils.
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S3.C Subfacility Details
Information related to the proposed water obstruction, encroachment activities, and
temporary/permanent impacts associated with the requested permit modification to open
cut/trench wetlands, streams, and floodways is provided in the original PPP Chapter 105 Joint
Permit Application (E11-352) and summarized within this Environmental Assessment, as well as
the other Attachments comprising this permit modification packet.
S3.D Direct and Indirect Impacts
As discussed above, direct and indirect impacts for the overall Project were presented in
Attachment 11, Enclosures D and E (Part 2) of the PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application
(E11-352). Excerpts from the submittal and additional information relevant to this permit
modification request for the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute using open cut/trench
construction method are discussed below.
Wetlands
The proposed open cut/trench crossing of the wetlands will result in approximately 33,534 ft2 (0.77
acre) of permanent indirect and 1,172 958 ft2 (0.03 0.022 acre) of temporary wetland impacts. As
defined by PADEP, permanent impacts include direct and indirect effects resulting from the
placement or construction of the pipeline and impacts to those areas necessary for the long-term
operation and maintenance of the pipeline. Temporary impacts include areas affected during the
construction of the Project that will be restored when construction is completed. All
physical/ecological impacts are considered minor and temporary: topsoil and subsoils will be
segregated and SPLP will install trench plugs at wetland boundaries to minimize wetland impacts
during construction; then wetlands will be restored to their original condition (i.e., wetland soils,
hydrophytic vegetation, elevation, flow, stream substrate, hydrologic conditions, etc.). SPLP will
not maintain the ROW through wetland areas (i.e., no mowing); therefore, the pre-and postconstruction conditions of the wetlands will remain the same. In addition, the Project would not
involve any permanent fill or conversion of cover type/vegetation, and there would be no
permanent loss of wetlands or wetland functions and values associated with the Project.
As previously noted, Wetland W2r is classified as an EV wetland as it is located in or along the
floodplains of the reach of a wild trout stream. The open cut/trench construction method through
this wetland would be a temporary disturbance to the wetland’s vegetation, hydrology, soils, and
functions and values. In order to reduce impacts, SPLP has reduced the construction workspace
width to 50-feet, where possible. SPLP will separate topsoil during construction and replace the
wetland soil to its original horizon and elevation to maintain the natural seed bed and facilitate
revegetation of the disturbed wetland area. Based on implementation of these avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation measures, effects of the requested open cut/trench crossing are
likely to be minimal. As previously noted, SPLP will restore the disturbed wetland area to its preexisting condition such that surface water hydrology is restored and the re-establishment of
hydrophytic vegetation is facilitated. SPLP will also implement E&S BMPs and the appropriate
antidegradation best available combination of technologies (ABACT) measures for the EV
wetland. Consequently, the functions and values of Wetland W2r will incur nominal impacts and
its classification as EV will not be altered. Similarly, temporary and minor impacts would occur to
the food chain, nesting/resting, and feeding activities within the wetland. Additional detail
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regarding wetland construction methods were provided in the Project’ Chapter 105 Joint Permit
Application in Attachment 11 Enclosure E Part 2.
Streams
The proposed open cut/trench crossing of streams will result in approximately 4,480 ft2 (0.10 acre)
of permanent and 88 ft2 (0.002 acre) of temporary stream impacts, and approximately 56,446 ft2
(1.30 acres) of permanent and 12,692 ft2 (0.29 acre) of temporary floodway impacts. Similar to
the wetland impacts, PADEP defines permanent impacts as direct and indirect impacts resulting
from the placement or construction of the pipeline and to those areas necessary for the long-term
operation and maintenance of the pipeline. Temporary impacts include areas affected during
construction of the Project that will be restored when construction is completed. All
physical/ecological impacts are considered minor and temporary as the streams will be restored
to their original condition (i.e., elevation, flow, stream substrate, hydrologic conditions, etc.).
SPLP will not maintain the ROW through the streams (i.e., no mowing); therefore, the pre-and
post-construction conditions of the streams will remain the same. In addition, the Project would
not involve any permanent fill or conversion of cover type/vegetation, and there would be no
permanent loss of stream associated with the Project.
Impacts to the streams would occur as a result of in-stream construction activities and would
result in a temporary localized increase in turbidity levels and downstream sediment deposition.
Sediments that become suspended during the short period of in-stream disturbance (i.e.,
installation of the dam and pump) are expected to settle out of the water column relatively quickly.
Temporary impacts would occur to aquatic life in the streams (including floodways) at or
downstream from the construction site (pipe crossing), including potential degradation of benthic
habitat due to direct disturbance to the bottom substrate in the trench zone, and associated
disturbances to aquatic vegetation and invertebrates within the construction right-of-way. Indirect
impacts from sedimentation may affect areas downstream, but generally conditions would be
expected to resolve relatively quickly (e.g., dry crossing methods involving in-stream excavation
would have a limited effect on downstream sedimentation for a period of 1 to 3 days).
Indirect, long-term impacts to fish spawning/migration could occur (particularly to the identified
perennial streams) if substantial changes to stream substrate or current patterns result from
Project construction. However, substantial changes to stream substrate and current patterns are
not anticipated because the native stream substrate will be replaced, and stream bed and banks
will be restored as closely as possible to the original contours following construction.
Furthermore, SPLP is aware of the timing window restriction associated with these streams (i.e.,
3/1 to 6/15 for ATW/STS and 10/1 through 12/31 for TNR) and will work with the appropriate
agencies to avoid/minimize potential impacts to the streams’ trout resources and comply with any
agency restrictions or limitations. No impacts to fish spawning/migration are anticipated during
Project operations.
In addition to the above, no fill, aboveground facilities or alteration of surface elevations/contours
are proposed within the streams’ floodways as they will be restored to pre-construction conditions.
As such, the Project would not result in long-term impacts to the associated floodways.
Construction of the proposed Project is not expected to affect the flushing characteristics of the
streams. SPLP has sited the right-of-way such that the stream crossings are generally
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perpendicular and thereby of minimal impact. In addition, the Project will not alter the volume of
water or flow rates that the streams typically/naturally experience. Furthermore, stream channels
will be restored to pre-construction contours, thereby restoring pre-existing flushing
characteristics and patterns within both the stream and wetlands crossed. Similarly, operation of
the Project would not have any impact on natural drainage patterns.
Construction of the proposed Project is not expected to affect groundwater discharge that may be
important for supporting stream baseflow or wetland hydrology. Trench plugs will be installed in
the trench at the entry and exit of all streams crossed to prevent draining of streams along the
trench line. In addition, there are no groundwater control features or interceptor structures
incorporated into the Project design. Topographic contours and drainage patterns will be restored
following construction of the Project and impacts to groundwater discharge are not anticipated.
There are no proposed aboveground facilities associated with this permit modification request.
Therefore, construction is not expected to negatively impact the ability of the streams to either
store or control storm and flood waters.
SPLP has designed the Project to avoid and minimize impacts to stream resources to the greatest
extent possible. SPLP will conduct all activities in accordance with the Chapter 102 Permit
requirements and will implement erosion and sediment control best management practices
(BMPs) and ABACT measures, as necessary. Thus, this requested permit modification will not
cause long-term degradation of water quality, alter flow volumes, or change the direction of flow.
Vegetation & Wildlife
For this permit modification, co-location with SPLP’s existing ROW and other utility corridors was
paralleled to the maximum extent possible but was not entirely practicable. Therefore, while SPLP
generally parallels its existing ROW in a west to east direction, the proposed Goldfinch
Lane/William Penn Avenue reroute veers to the south, paralleling the edges of forested habitat
where the forested areas meet agricultural fields. As such, some portion of the new proposed
route will affect vegetation in upland shrub lands, upland forests, open lands (meadows and
fields), agricultural areas and wetlands (as discussed above). Upland vegetation will be altered
within permanent impact areas, including permanent ROW and will be permanently maintained in
an open condition (herbaceous and shrub species) by routine mowing. Upland vegetation in the
temporary impact areas including temporary ROW, additional temporary workspace will be
allowed to revert to its preconstruction cover type. The disturbed areas will be revegetated and
maintained in accordance with the Project’s E&S Plan and BMPs for restoration and maintenance
will be implemented.
Vegetation removal may result in the loss/mortality of some less mobile species such as small
amphibians, reptiles, and mammals or insects; however, this would not adversely impact the
overall population or viability of these species along the proposed pipeline corridor. Impacts to
wildlife during operation are anticipated to be minimal in nature and of short duration such that
they are negligible. Routine maintenance and mowing could result in some disturbances but are
not anticipated to permanently displace wildlife from their habitat. Wildlife are anticipated to return
and continue to use the habitat once these activities cease.
While the Project will result in the creation of a new ROW resulting in permanent change in cover
type along the permanent ROW, siting the majority of proposed reroute along the edges of
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forested habitat and agricultural areas will shift edge conditions to the new ROW limit. In addition,
with revegetation/restoration of temporarily disturbed areas, no adverse long-term impact to
vegetative communities is anticipated. In addition to the above, the proposed reroute would not
cross identified Core Habitat areas or Landscape Conservation areas. Therefore, the Project
would have no impact to Vegetation Communities of Special Concern.
S3.E Antidegradation Analysis
An Antidegradation Analysis was prepared for the overall Project and submitted as part of the
PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application (E11-352) in Attachment 11, Enclosure E (Part 5). The
Antidegradation Analysis was prepared in accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 105.14(b)(11).
Specifically, SPLP’s Joint Permit Application for a Pennsylvania Water Obstruction and
Encroachment Permit Application and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Section 404
Permit Application for the Project needed to ensure consistency with State antidegradation
requirements contained in Chapters 93, 95 and 102 (relating to water quality standards;
wastewater treatment requirements; and erosion and sediment control) and the Clean Water Act
(CWA) (33 U.S.C.A. § § 1251—1376).
PADEP has implemented an Antidegradation Program to promote the maintenance and
protection of existing water quality for Exceptional Value (EV) waters, and the protection of
existing uses for all surface waters (PADEP 2003). Wetland W2r is classified as an EV wetland
and all of the streams to be crossed by the proposed reroute are either classified as CWF streams
or drains to CWF, ATW streams, Drains to ATW, or Drains to ATW and TNR streams, or Drains
to ATW and STS streams. Therefore, the antidegradation requirements applicable to this permit
modification is limited to the protection of the existing water uses (93.4a(b)) and water quality
(93.4a(c)), as well as the use and quality of the EV wetland (93.4a(d)).


Section 93.4a(b) states that “Existing instream water uses and the level of water quality
necessary to protect the existing uses shall be maintained and protected.” In order to
reduce water use impacts, SPLP has reduced the construction right-of-way (ROW) to 50
feet across stream crossings and floodways, where possible; limited the land disturbance
to the excavated trench line, and temporary minor grading of the stream banks at the travel
lane crossing, as required; limited the time/duration of in-stream construction (typically
less than 2 days); designed the crossings such that the pipeline will be 5 feet under the
streams, as compared to the PADEP 3 foot depth requirement; and, implemented erosion
and sediment control measures for all land disturbances in accordance with PADEP’s
Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control Program Manual (PADEP 2012) as demonstrated
throughout the Project’s ESCGP Permit applications. With the proper implementation and
maintenance of these protective measures, construction-related Project impacts to water
quality such as increased turbidity related to sedimentation and in-stream construction will
be minor, temporary, and localized and will not adversely impact or degrade the water
resources. Specifically, the water quality and designated/existing uses of the streams will
be maintained and protected post-construction.



93.4a(d): Protection for Exceptional Value Waters states that “The water quality of
Exceptional Value Waters shall be maintained and protected.” The proposed Project will
protect and maintain the existing/designated uses and water quality of the EV wetland
impacted by this requested permit modification. Specifically, SPLP has reduced the
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construction ROW to 50 feet through the wetlands, where possible; limited the land
disturbance to the excavated trench line and minor grading of the travel lane crossing, as
required; roots/stumps will be left in place, to the extent possible, so that the roots stabilize
the soils (minimize erosion), and re-establishment of native vegetation is facilitated; limited
the time/duration of construction; implemented the bore crossing method for the 20-inch
pipe; required the use of timber mats when working in and travelling through the wetland;
designed the crossing such that the 16-inch pipe will be 4 feet under wetlands, as
compared to the PADEP 3 foot depth requirement; and, implemented erosion and
sediment control measures for all land disturbances in accordance with PADEP’s Erosion
and Sediment Pollution Control Program Manual (PADEP 2012) as demonstrated
throughout the Project’s ESCGP Permit applications. In addition, SPLP has incorporated
ABACT BMPs into their E&S Plan to further reduce potential impacts to this EV resource
by reducing/controlling turbidity associated with sedimentation and construction activities.
Specifically, standard and ABACT BMP measures that SPLP will implement to
control/manage erosion and sedimentation within the Project area include:








Use of wash racks at rock construction entrances;
Placement of compost filter socks on the downgradient side of the filter bags
and/or dewatering structure;
Application of erosion control blanket within 100 feet of receiving EV
waters/wetlands and on slopes 3:1 (H:V) or steeper;
Installation of compost filter socks at slope breaker outlets to provide additional
filtration prior to discharge to surface waters;
Installation of berms and trenches to promote infiltration and manage flow rate;
Implementation of the PPC Plan; and,
Application of permanent seeding for site restoration.

As previously stated, Project impacts to wetlands, including EV resources, will be minor,
temporary, and localized. As further demonstrated above, Project implementation of the
requested crossing method, PADEP-approved ABACT BMPs identified above, and the
revised 102 drawings (Appendix D of this permit modification request packet) will ensure
the maintenance and protection of the overall water quality of the EV wetland. In addition,
the area around and in the EV wetland will be restored to pre-construction conditions
following construction such that water quality is further protected and maintained postconstruction.
Chapter 93.4c(a)(2) requires the protection of endangered or threatened species if PADEP has
confirmed the presence, critical habitat, or critical dependence of endangered or threatened
Federal or Pennsylvania species in or on a surface water. As noted above, a new PNDI search
review did not identify any T&E species or Special Species of Concern associated with the
Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute. Please refer to Module 2, S2.C of this
Environmental Assessment and Attachment G of this permit modification request packet for
additional information.
Chapter 93.6 states that a project will not introduce/discharge any substance “in concentrations
or amounts sufficient to be inimical or harmful to the water uses to be protected or to human,
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animal, plant, or aquatic life,” including actions that could produce turbidity. The requested permit
modification will result in minor, temporary, and localized impacts to surface waters of the
Commonwealth primarily associated with increased turbidity during construction activities. The
requested permit modification does not involve any permanent structures/facilities that will
discharge any treated or created industrial wastewater, nor will it alter the existing natural
conditions (chemical, biological, or physical) of the water resources crossed by the Project. In
addition, the Project does not involve the addition or discharge of any toxic (Section 93.8a) or
harmful substances into the waters of the Commonwealth. All water resources will be restored to
their pre-existing conditions following Project construction such that their designated/existing
water uses are not impacted by the Project. Accordingly, the proposed Project does not have the
potential to alter the water quality such that the existing water uses or aquatic life of the HQ and
EV resources will be affected.
Please refer to the complete Antidegradation Analysis for additional details/information.
S3.F Alternatives Analysis
An Alternatives Analysis was prepared and submitted as part of the PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit
Application (E11-352) in Attachment 11, Enclosure E (Part 3). In addition, an Alternatives
Analysis specific to the requested open cut crossing of the wetlands and streams associated with
the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute has been prepared for this permit modification
request.
Please refer to Attachment A of this permit modification request packet for the updated Project
Description and Alternatives Analysis for these resource crossings.
S3.G Potential Secondary Impact Evaluation
A Resource ID and Project Impacts Report was prepared and submitted as part of the PPP
Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application (E11-352; APS 879354) in Attachment 11, Enclosure E (Part
2). Potential secondary impacts to wetlands/streams and the aquatic habitat, water quantity, and
water quality resulting from the Project were discussed in Section 4.1 of that report. Excerpts
applicable to the proposed permit modification for the affected wetlands and streams and
additional pertinent information are discussed below.
Potential secondary impacts to wetland/stream habitats could result from the Project, including
short-term release of sediments into waterways and vegetation clearing, that could result in the
temporary displacement of wildlife to adjacent areas. These short-term impacts adjacent to and
downgradient of the LOD could temporarily alter substrate and make it less suitable for spawning
and foraging, and may create temporary turbidity that could alter the feeding habits of local wildlife.
In addition, the clearing of vegetation reduces the shelter and buffer capacity to adjacent habitats
and creates new edge habitat when located through greenfield areas. SPLP has mitigated for
these potential secondary impacts by minimizing/reducing the area of disturbance and clearing,
the duration of construction activities in stream and wetland areas, implementing the E&S BMPs
(Appendix D) and appropriate ABACT measures, and restoring the disturbed areas with
vegetation to avoid impacts off the ROW.
Other potential secondary impacts to wetlands such as the introduction of invasive or exotic
vegetation will be avoided by topsoil segregation of trench material, which maintains the native
seed source, and the prompt establishment of native or temporary cover immediately following
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construction. In addition, restoration of wetland areas by planting native shrub vegetation will
avoid secondary impacts to adjacent habitat caused by changes in vegetative community or
establishment of invasive or exotic vegetation.
Potential secondary impacts on adjacent stream/aquatic habitat functions could result from the
short-term release of turbid waters and vegetation clearing, resulting in the temporary
displacement of wildlife that use adjacent areas for spawning, foraging, nesting, rearing, and
resting. However, the potential secondary impacts from the release of turbid waters, at most, will
be negligible in nature given the short duration of in-stream construction, the intermittent flow
characteristics of the streams, and through implementation of temporary and permanent E&S
controls (refer to Attachment D of this permit modification packet). Most of the streams are
buffered by wetlands and the affected areas of the wetlands will be restored with native shrubs
and allowed to revert back to the PSS condition. Restoration of these areas with native plant
species will avoid potential secondary impacts to adjacent habitat from changes in vegetation
communities as well as the establishment of invasive or exotic vegetation.
Potential secondary impacts on water quantity or the hydrology of streams could result from
changes in natural/current drainage patterns and alteration in flow and water levels from
construction. However, the Project does not involve any stream relocations, enclosures, channel
deepening/dredging activities, and addition of structures or impervious surfaces in the
wetland/stream complex. Given that the Project does not involve direct impacts to natural and
current drainage patterns, the Project will likewise not result in secondary impacts to natural and
current drainage patterns. Temporary dam and flow bypass methods will be used to maintain a
continuous downstream flow during construction.
Potential secondary impacts to stream water quality beyond the Project’s limit of disturbance
could result from: release of sediments/turbid waters from trenching, dewatering, clearing and
grading of adjacent land and stream banks, and post-construction stream bank subsidence; and,
release of pollutants from construction equipment or activities adjacent to waters. However, in
accordance with the Chapter 102 E&S requirements, trench dewatering will be monitored and
directed into appropriate receiving structures located in well-vegetated uplands to allow for
filtration. Released water will naturally infiltrate to prevent secondary impacts to water quality of
streams outside the ROW. Potential secondary impacts from stream bank subsidence will be
avoided by leaving roots/stumps in place, except for over the trench, and by stabilizing and
revegetating stream banks as soon as possible after construction. Post-construction monitoring
will ensure that successful restoration occurs, or necessary corrective actions are implemented
to result in successful restoration, thereby avoiding potential secondary impacts from stream bank
subsidence/subsequent downstream erosion and sedimentation. Additionally, aerial and ground
inspections during Project operation will identify stream bank subsidence and soil erosion issues
which will be rectified by repairs or installation of temporary erosion control devices until
permanent erosion control measures become effective.
Potential secondary impacts to adjacent resources will be avoided and minimized to the extent
possible such that there is no loss of aquatic habitat, water quantity, or water quality.
S3.H Potential Cumulative Impacts
A Cumulative Impact Analysis (CIA) was prepared for the overall Project and submitted as part of
the PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit Application (E11-352) in Appendix 11, Enclosure E (Part 6).
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The CIA addresses the cumulative impact for the entire Project and other potential or existing
SPLP projects, and other oil and gas projects within the Cumulative Impact Assessment Area
(CIAA) of the Project.
All wetlands affected by construction for the proposed Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue
Reroute will be restored as wetlands. Some functions and values of the wetlands would be
temporarily affected during construction. However, as most of the wetlands extend beyond the
Project boundaries, these wetlands would also continue to provide functions and values during
construction as the impact area relative to the size of the wetlands is minor. Furthermore, the
scrub-shrub wetlands affected by the Project will be replanted onsite to mitigate temporal impacts
to functions and values. Some functions/values may be slightly reduced (wildlife habitat), some
will not be altered (groundwater discharge), and others may be increased due to the
establishment of a thick herbaceous ground layer (sediment retention and nutrient removal).
There will be a temporal loss of the previously listed functions during construction and near-term
post construction until the wetlands are restored. No permanent fill in wetlands is proposed;
consequently, no loss of wetland area would result from construction or operation of the requested
modification in crossing methodology. When the impacts to the wetlands from the proposed
Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute are added to the wetland impacts from all other
projects in the CIAA, a maximum of approximately of 47.9 acres of wetlands would be
disturbed. However, with implementation of best management practices for each potential or
existing project and compliance with permit conditions, disturbances to wetlands are (existing
projects) or are anticipated to be (potential projects) minor and temporary, and would result in no
more than minimal individual and cumulative adverse environmental effects.
The cumulative impacts to streams (including floodways) associated with the requested open
cut/trench crossing methodology would be limited to the aggregate impacts of the Project (and
other potential or existing SPLP projects, and other evaluated projects within the CIAA) on
waterbodies. As reported in the CIA, implementation of the Project, including the addition of
impacts associated with the requested modification for the open cut method, and other potential
or existing SPLP projects, and other projects evaluated within the CIAA will result in a cumulative
waterbody disturbance of approximately 65,575 linear feet. These disturbances will result in no
loss of waters or long-term water-quality and quantity. As documented in the CIA, with the
implementation of each potential or existing project in compliance with best management
practices and permit conditions, all the disturbances to streams are (existing projects) or are
anticipated to be (potential projects) minor and temporary; therefore, no more than minimal and
temporary individual and cumulative adverse environmental effects are anticipated.
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Module S4: Mitigation Plan
S4.A Avoidance, Minimization and Unavoidable Impacts
The crossing of the aforementioned wetlands and streams (as well as floodways) is unavoidable
due to the linear nature of the proposed PPP Project and as described above in S1.B – Water
Dependency. SPLP originally proposed an HDD installation of both the 20” and 16” pipe (to north
of this reroute) to avoid direct impacts to a wetland/stream complex. However, as described in
Project Description (Appendix A of this permit modification request packet), while conducting the
permitted Goldfinch and William Penn HDDs for the 20-inch pipeline through this area several
inadvertent returns (IRs) occurred and resulted in unpermitted discharges to Waters of the
Commonwealth. The HDD profiles were designed to the upper stress limits of the pipe to
maximize depth of installation and minimize the likelihood of IR events; however, due to the
weakness of the geology above the profile, IRs occurred and despite numerous grouting attempts
to seal the IR pathways, repetitive IR events could not be prevented. Therefore, given the
geologic conditions at these HDD locations, the HDD evaluation staff cannot assure the
Department that the 16-inch HDDs will not have similar problems in this area. Therefore, SPLP
has elected to abandon any future HDD attempts to install the 16-inch pipeline through this area
and has sought an alternate route of installation agreeable to the landowners and that minimizes
impacts to Waters of the Commonwealth.
SPLP evaluated an open cut within the permitted right-of-way and determined that this would
result in permanent PFO impacts associated with the conversion of wetland cover type from
forested to emergent/scrub-shrub. Subsequently, they evaluated a conventional auger bore
under the PFO wetland area and found that the distance was too long for a bore. A Direct Pipe
bore was evaluated for passing under the PFO wetland; however, the workspace required for this
type of construction method was restricted by the presence of two residential homesites abutting
the permanent easement, resulting in a determination that this method was not feasible.
SPLP evaluated other routes around the wetland/stream complex but these are limited due to the
roads and residential properties to the north, as well as the increased density of development
along William Penn Avenue north of the pipeline crossing. In addition, a route to the north would
likely impact more forested wetland areas and require a “greenfield”, or new, right-of-way through
these areas resulting in more permanent PFO impacts. The proposed route to the south avoids
PFO wetlands and minimizes the number of residential and developed areas disturbed during
construction. Specifically, the approximate 1 mile reroute to the south of the current permitted
pipeline right-of-way will avoid wetlands N26 (PSS/PEM), N25 (PSS), N24 (PFO/PEM), and N20
(PFO), as well as streams S-N42, S-N41, S-N39, and S-N36. The new route will cross 11
wetlands, and nine (9) streams (refer to Attachments C and E for additional information about
these resources). An open trench installation method across these resources will result in
temporary, short term impacts but will avoid all PFO impacts and eliminate the risk of uncontrolled
discharges associated with HDD IRs. All the streams will be crossed via the open cut method
with the appropriate dam and pump bypass installed to convey stream flow across the workspace
and outlet downstream within the permitted limit-of-disturbance, such that work will be conducted
in a dry stream channel. After the stream bypasses are in place, the trench will be excavated,
and the 16-inch pipe will be installed via the open trench method through the wetlands and
streams in accordance with all permit conditions and requirements. In order to efficiently complete
all construction activities and minimize wetland impacts, SPLP is proposing a 50-foot-wide limit
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of disturbance (LOD) across the wetlands and added additional temporary workspace near or
across from wetlands to further minimize wetland disturbance during construction, if possible.
Timber mats and bridges will be placed within the travel lane where the wetland and streams are
crossed to avoid soil compaction, allow for trench excavation, topsoil and stream substrate
segregation, and stockpiling in adjacent upland areas. Once the pipe and appropriate trench
plugs are installed, the trench will be backfilled, and restored to pre-existing elevations, hydrology,
and vegetation. All work will be conducted in accordance with permit conditions/requirements as
well as the revised/updated Erosion & Sediment and Restoration plan (refer to Attachment D of
this permit modification). The reroute will not result in any loss of wetland area or water
quality/quantity, and the localized impacts are considered minor and temporary.
In conclusion, given the geologic conditions at the Goldfinch and William Penn HDD locations and
IRs that occurred during the 20-inch HDD, the HDD evaluation staff cannot assure that the 16inch HDDs will not have similar problems in this area. In addition, alternative construction
methods including an open cut, conventional bore and Direct Pipe bore of the resources within
the currently proposed right-of-way are not considered desirable for feasible due to the permanent
PFO impacts, length of the wetland crossing, or workspace required for setup of the boring
equipment Therefore, SPLP has elected to abandon installing the 16-inch pipeline through this
area and has identified an alternate route south of the currently proposed right-of-way. Analysis
of other potential routes to the north would result in potentially more environmental (PFO),
residential, and commercial (areas along William Penn Avenue) impacts. Consequently, it is
SPLP’s professional opinion that an open cut with a dam and pump bypass in place for each
stream crossing will have the least impact, as the work area and stream flow will be managed in
accordance with all permit conditions (dam and pump) and can completed in the most efficient
and timely manner; all PFO wetlands will be avoided and there will be no permanent wetland
impacts; and, all wetlands and streams will be restored to their pre-construction condition.
S4.B Repair, Rehab, and Restoration Actions/Proposed Preservation and Maintenance
Operations
SPLP will construct the wetland and stream crossings in accordance with the Chapter 102 Permit
requirements and will implement erosion and sediment control BMPs and ABACT measures (EV
wetland), as required and presented throughout this permit modification request, during all
construction and restoration activities. Please refer to Appendix D of this permit modification
request packet for the updated E&S and Restoration plans specific to the requested partial open
cut (open-trench) crossing of wetland, streams, and floodways associated with the Goldfinch
Lane/William Penn Avenue Reroute
In addition, SPLP will implement all protective and/or preventative requirements required by the
agencies with regard to wild trout resources. Please refer to Attachment G of this permit
modification request packet for the PNDI Update and Agency Coordination specific to the crossing
of wetlands, streams, and floodways associated with the Goldfinch Lane/William Penn Avenue
Reroute.
S4.C Compensatory Mitigation
This permit modification request for a construction methodology change to an open cut (opentrench) dry crossing at the wetlands and streams (and associated floodways) would result in
minor, short-term, and temporary impacts. No permanent fill of wetland or streams and/or
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relocation of these resources would occur. Furthermore, the Project would not result in
permanent conversion of wetland cover types that would require compensatory wetland mitigation
per PADEP and USACE regulations and policies. Therefore, no compensatory mitigation is
required or offered.
S4.D Project Monitoring Plan
Utility Inspection Program & Environmental Compliance Program
All aspects of construction, operation, and maintenance of the PPP Project are supervised by
SPLP personnel. Utility or “Craft” inspectors working on behalf of SPLP are staffed throughout
all phases of construction to ensure the facilities are constructed and installed in accordance with
SPLP, state, local, and federal specifications and standards.
Supplemental to their Utility Inspection Program, SPLP has implemented a comprehensive
Environmental Compliance Program (ECP). The ECP encompasses highly integrated and
essential program elements designed to ensure compliance with the requirements of the E&S
Plan, permit conditions, and approved mitigation measures and conditions. The primary elements
of the ECP are environmental training; environmental inspection; biological and cultural resource
monitoring/training; and, agency and Project team notification and documentation requirements.
Each of these elements is incorporated into the single integrated ECP organization structure and
execution plan.
Post-Construction Monitoring
The wetlands and streams (including floodways) will be temporarily impacted and restored to
original grade, stabilized, and vegetated in accordance with the E&S Plan (refer to Appendix D of
this permit modification request packet). Post-construction, the wetland and streams will be
monitored in accordance with the Project’s Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures provided in Attachment 11, Section E, Part 4 of the PPP Chapter 105 Joint Permit
Application (E11-352) as well as all applicable permits and clearances.
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Crossing Type: Dry Crossing
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Application

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BUREAU OF WATERWAYS ENGINEERING AND WETLANDS

Applicant’s Name / Client Sunoco Pipeline LP

AQUATIC RESOURCE IMPACT TABLE

FOR PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER 105 WATER OBSTRUCTION AND ENCROACHMENT APPLICATION / REGISTRATION
Project / Site Name:

Pennsylvania Pipeline Project: Goldfinch 16’’ Reroute Major Modification

DEP USE ONLY

Date:

03/20/2020

Project Information

PADEP / 105
Watercourse

Top of Bank to
Top of Bank

Floodway
Impact Top of
Bank
Landward

Wetland
Impact
Dimension

Length and
Width

Length and
Width

Length and
Width

in feet

in feet

in feet

Impact

PADEP
Permit
Number

Single
Complete
Crossing
No.

Crossing
Number

Fee

See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables

DEP
Impact
Type

Structure /
Activity
unique
identifier

Aquatic
Resource

Latitude

Longitude

Type

dd nad83

dd nad83

Waters Name

Designation

Work
Proposed

temp /
perm

W1r

PEM

40.4161

-78.8743

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

655 - 50

W1r

PEM

40.4161

-78.8743

Wetland

n/a

Fill

Temp

N/A

N/A

625 - 30

W2r

PEM

40.4150

-78.8725

Wetland

EV

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

109 - 50

W2r

PEM

40.4150

-78.8725

Wetland

EV

Fill

Temp

N/A

N/A

40 - 9

W3r

PEM

40.4124

-78.8650

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

36 - 18

W5r

PSS

40.4131

-78.8637

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

157 - 34

W6r

PSS

40.4135

-78.8624

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

64 - 50

W7r

PSS

40.4138

-78.8620

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

61 - 50

W8r

PSS

40.4141

-78.8618

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

53 - 15

PA Code
Chapter 93

See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables

W9r

PSS

40.4148

-78.8616

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

204 - 50

N20

PEM

40.415

-78.862

Wetland

n/a

Fill

Temp

N/A

N/A

31 - 14

WO35

PSS

40.4156

-78.8606

Wetland

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

65 - 22

O2

PuB

40.4156

-78.8603

Unnamed Pond

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

20 - 18

O2

PuB

40.4156

-78.8603

Unnamed Pond

n/a

Excavation

Perm

N/A

N/A

28 - 6

S1r

Perennial

40.4150

-78.8726

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Excavation

Perm

58 - 3

131 - 50

N/A

S1r

Perennial

40.4150

-78.8726

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Fill

Temp

14 - 3

88 - 112

N/A

S2r

Intermittent

40.4134

-78.8694

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Excavation

Perm

38 - 1

130 - 50

N/A

S2r

Intermittent

40.4134

-78.8694

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Fill

Temp

46 - 1

130 - 100

N/A

S3r

Intermittent

40.4135

-78.8629

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Excavation

Perm

9 - 10

N/A

N/A

S4r

Perennial

40.4137

-78.8624

UNT to Hinckston
Run

CWF

Excavation

Perm

52 - 30

N/A

N/A

S6r

Intermittent

40.4140

-78.8622

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Excavation

Perm

61 - 10

N/A

N/A

S3r, S4r,
S5r, S6r Ch.
105 Area

Floodway

40.4137

-78.8624

UNTs to Hinckston
Run, Hinckston
Run

CWF

Excavation

Perm

N/A

297 - 50

N/A

S3r, S4r,
S5r, S6r Ch.
105 Area

Floodway

40.4137

-78.8624

UNTs to Hinckston
Run, Hinckston
Run

CWF

Fill

Perm

N/A

432 - 12

N/A

S7r

Perennial

40.4147

-78.8620

UNT to Hinckston
Run

CWF

Excavation

Perm

52 - 10

155 - 50

N/A

S7r

Floodway

40.4147

-78.8620

UNT to Hinckston
Run

CWF

Fill

Temp

N/A

245 - 19

N/A

S-N35

Intermittent

40.4156

-78.8610

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Excavation

Perm

14 - 7

N/A

N/A

See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables
See
Supporting
Tables

S-O44

Perennial

40.4156

-78.8610

UNT to Hinckston
Run

CWF

Excavation

Perm

282 - 5

N/A

N/A

S-O43

Intermittent

40.4156

-78.8603

UNT to Hinckston
Run

Drains to
CWF

Excavation

Perm

64 - 1

N/A

N/A

S-N43, SO43, S-O44
Ch. 105
Area

Floodway

40.4156

-78.8610

UNT to Hinckston
Run, Hinckston
Run

CWF

Excavation

Perm

N/A

373 - 50

N/A

See
Supporting
Tables

S-N43, SO43, S-O44
Ch. 105
Area

Floodway

40.4156

-78.8610

UNT to Hinckston
Run, Hinckston
Run

CWF

Fill

Temp

N/A

96 - 31

N/A

See
Supporting
Tables

S4r Ch. 106
Floodplain
Fringe

Floodway

40.4137

-78.8624

Hinckston Run

CWF

Excavation

Perm

N/A

173 - 50

N/A

See
Supporting
Tables

S4r Ch. 106
Floodplain
Fringe

Floodway

40.4137

-78.8624

Hinckston Run

CWF

Fill

Temp

N/A

424 - 100

N/A

PADEP Impact Type: temporary or permanent.
Permanent Impacts are those areas affected by a water obstruction or encroachment that consist of both direct and indirect impacts that result from the placement or
construction of a water obstruction or encroachment and include areas necessary for the operation and maintenance of the water obstruction or encroachment located in, along
or across, or projecting into a watercourse, floodway or body of water.
Temporary Impacts are those areas affected during the construction of a water obstruction or encroachment that consists of both direct and indirect impacts located in, along or
across, or projecting into a watercourse, floodway or body of water that are restored upon completion of construction. This does not include areas that will be maintained as a
result of the operation and maintenance of the water obstruction or encroachment located in, along or across, or projecting into a watercourse, floodway or body of water (these
are considered permanent impacts).

ATTACHMENT F
Proof of PHMC Coordination
Updated April 2020

April 1, 2020
Rob Peltier
Tetra Tech
301 Ellicott Street
Buffalo NY 14203
ER 2013-1862-042-RR, DEP, Pennsylvania Pipeline Goldfinch Reroute, Jackson Township,
Cambria County, HDD to open cut
Dear Mr. Peltier,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
There may be above ground historic properties within the project area of potential
effect. However, in our opinion the project as proposed will have no effect on historic properties,
should they exist. Should the scope and/or nature of the project change the PA SHPO should
be contacted immediately.
If you need further information on above ground resources please consult Cheryl Nagle
at chnagle@pa.gov or (717) 772-4519.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review

Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947

Cultural Resources Geographic Information System
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Report Number: 2013-1862-042-CC

Status: Approved

Negative Survey From, Pennsylvania Pipeline Project, Goldfinch Reroute, Jackson Township, Cambria County

Author/Organization/Agency
Author
Final Report Date

Peltier, R.

Organization Tetra Tech, Inc.
No. of Pages 12

01/22/2019
1,4,1

Reason for Survey (State or Federal Compliance Project
Agency Type

( State Agency

Agency

H

(DEP

Repository

• Repository

Item
Report (Digital)
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...
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No. Properties
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•
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•
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Imported spatial data

ATTACHMENT H
Application Fee Calculation
Updated April 2020

3150-PM-BWEW0553

Rev. 7/2016

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BUREAU OF WATERWAYS ENGINEERING AND WETLANDS

CHAPTER 105 FEE(S) CALCULATION WORKSHEET
Additional information can be found at 25 PA Code §105.13 (relating to regulated activities – information and fees),
the General Permit Registration (3150-PM-BWEW0500), the Joint Permit Application (3150-PM-BWEW0036)
and the Dam Permit Application (3140-PM-BWEW0001)
Federal, State, county or municipal agencies or municipal authorities:

EXEMPT from fees

These entities are exempt from these fees. If the applicant falls into one of these categories, please check the box above and
provide only the first page of this worksheet with the project application or registration.
ALL OTHERS:
1. Please place an “X” in the box next to all authorizations that apply to the project and complete the fee information below those
authorization(s). Projects may require multiple authorizations and fees, further clarification and examples are included below
and at the end of this document.
2. Total each authorization, Section, and Part. Part One is for Water Obstructions and Encroachment authorizations, Part Two is
for Dam Safety authorizations.
3. Please provide this completed worksheet (page 1 and page 2 and/or page 3, as is appropriate to the project) and a check for
the applicable fee(s) with the project application or registration. The check should be made payable to the “Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania Clean Water Fund” OR “
Conservation District Clean Water Fund”, whichever is the reviewing
entity.
NOTES:
Per 25 PA Code §105.13(c)(2)(iii) Disturbance review fees are calculated by individually adding all of the permanent and
temporary impacts to waterways, floodways, floodplains and bodies of water including wetlands to the next highest tenth acre
and multiplying the permanent and temporary impacts by the respective fees and then these amounts are added to the other
applicable fees.
Entities proposing structures or activities to occupy a Submerged Lands of the Commonwealth must obtain a Submerged
Lands License Agreement (SLLA) and pay the appropriate annual charge. The applicant will be contacted if this charge
applies to the project.
Floodway – The channel of the watercourse and portions of the adjoining floodplains which are reasonably required to carry
and discharge the 100-year frequency flood. Unless otherwise specified, the boundary of the floodway is as indicated on
maps and flood insurance studies provided by FEMA. In an area where no FEMA maps or studies have defined the boundary
of the 100-year frequency floodway, it is assumed, absent evidence to the contrary, that the floodway extends from the stream
to 50 feet from the top of the bank of the stream.
Wetland and Stream Clarification:
1
In many instances, wetlands are located
within the floodplain of a stream. These
resources for the purposes of calculating
disturbance fees are considered co-located
or overlapping and the area of disturbance
would only be used once.

Wetland
s

2

In the case of GP-5, GP-7 and GP-8 fees
are charged per structure per resource
crossing and the following also applies to
the disturbance fees:
 A crossing of the stream and the
floodplain with wetlands present within
the floodplain is considered one
resource crossing.
 When the crossing traverses a stream
and the floodplain and a wetland that is
located outside of the floodplain or a
wetland that extends out beyond the
floodplain, it is considered two resource
crossings.

Streams
Floodplains
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PART ONE: WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
SECTION A. APPLICATION FEES
WATER OBSTRUCTION AND ENCROACHMENT PERMIT (Joint Permit Application)
Some activities or structures within a project may also qualify for an accumulation of General Permit fees, please mark
the box above indicating an Individual Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit AND the corresponding fee(s) in
the General Permit section below those. Activities or structures not qualifying for a General Permit fee must include a
disturbance fee.
$ 1,750
Administrative Filing Fee1 .............................................................................
$
Temporary Disturbance ($400/0.1ac) ..........
.
acres x $4,000 =
$
Permanent Disturbance ($800/0.1ac) ..........
.
acres x $8,000 =
WO&E FEE subtotal (a)

+
+
=$
$

GENERAL PERMIT(S) (select activity/structure(s) below, see page 4 for “#” explanation)
Some activities or structures within a project requiring an Individual Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit may
qualify for an accumulation of General Permit fees, please mark the corresponding fee(s) below but not the box above
indicating a General Permit.
$ 50
GP-1 Fish Habitat Enhancement Structures ...............................................
$ 175
GP-2 Small Docks and Boat Launching Ramps...........................
(#) x
GP-3 Bank Rehabilitation, Bank Protection and
Gravel Bar Removal ...........................................................
(#) x
$ 250
$ 200
GP-4 Intake and Outfall Structures ..............................................
(#) x
2
$ 250
GP-5 Utility Line Stream Crossings ............................
(#) x
(#) x
$ 50
GP-6 Agricultural Crossings and Ramps .....................................
(#) x
2
$ 350
GP-7 Minor Road Crossings ......................................................
(#) x
2
$ 175
GP-8 Temporary Road Crossings ..............................................
(#) x
$ 50
GP-9 Agricultural Activities .........................................................................
$ 500
GP-10 Abandoned Mine Reclamation ..........................................................
GP-11 Maintenance, Testing, Repair, Rehabilitation, or
Replacement of Water Obstructions and Encroachments1.................
$ 750
$
Temporary Disturbance ($400/0.1ac) ..........
.
acres x $4,000 =
$
Permanent Disturbance ($800/0.1ac) ..........
.
acres x $8,000 =
$ 750
GP-15 Private Residential Construction in Wetlands1 ...................................
$
Temporary Disturbance ($400/0.1ac) ..........
.
acres x $4,000 =
$
Permanent Disturbance ($800/0.1ac) ..........
.
acres x $8,000 =
GP(s) FEE subtotal (b)

=$
=$
=$
=$
=$
=$
=$
=$
=$
=$
+
+
=$
+
+
=$
$

PART ONE: SECTION A. APPLICATION FEE(S) subtotal (a+b=c)

$

SECTION B. OTHER FEES
Environmental Assessment for Waived Activities (§105.13(c)(2)(iv)) .........................
$ 500
Amendment to Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit
Major Amendment1 .....................................................................................
$ 500
Temporary Disturbance ................................ 0.5 acres x $4,000 =
$ 2,000
Permanent Disturbance ................................ 2.2 acres x $8,000 =
$ 17,600
Minor Amendment ......................................................................................
$ 250
Transfer of Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit does not require submission of this form;

$
+
+

$ 2,500
= $ 20,100
$

see Application for Transfer of Permit / Submerged Lands License Agreement (3150-PM-BWEW-0016)

PART ONE: SECTION B. OTHER FEE(S) subtotal (d)

$ 20,100

PART ONE: FEE(S) TOTAL (c+d=e)

$ 20,100

DEP USE ONLY
FEE TOTAL:
Correct Amount:
Check Amount:

Permit / Authorization Number (s):
Check #:
Payable to:
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PART TWO: DAM SAFETY (USE ONE FEE SHEET PER DAM)
SECTION A. APPLICATION FEES
DAM PERMIT APPLICATION – NEW DAM
Size A
Size B
Size C

Hazard 1 $26,500
Hazard 1 $19,000
Hazard 1 $10,500

Hazard 2 $26,500
Hazard 2 $19,000
Hazard 2 $10,500

Hazard 3 $25,500
Hazard 3 $18,500
Hazard 3 $10,000

Hazard 4 $23,500
Hazard 4 $17,000
Hazard 4 $ 8,000

$
$
$

STAGED CONSTRUCTION
NO. OF STAGES BEYOND INITIAL STAGE

X APPLICATION FEE

X 0.90 (90%)

$

DAM PERMIT APPLICATION – MODIFICATION OF DAM
Size A
Size B
Size C

Hazard 1 $18,500
Hazard 1 $12,000
Hazard 1 $ 7,500

Hazard 2 $18,500
Hazard 2 $12,000
Hazard 2 $ 7,500

Hazard 3 $18,500
Hazard 3 $12,000
Hazard 3 $ 7,500

Hazard 4 $18,000
Hazard 4 $11,500
Hazard 4 $ 7,500

$
$
$

STAGED CONSTRUCTION
NO. OF STAGES BEYOND INITIAL STAGE

X APPLICATION FEE

X 0.85 (85%)

$

DAM PERMIT APPLICATION – OPERATION & MAINTANANCE OF EXISTING DAM
Size A
Size B
Size C

Hazard 1 $12,500
Hazard 1 $10,000
Hazard 1 $ 7,000

Hazard 2 $12,500
Hazard 2 $10,000
Hazard 2 $ 7,000

Hazard 3 $12,000
Hazard 3 $ 9,500
Hazard 3 $ 6,500

Hazard 4 $10,000
Hazard 4 $ 8,500
Hazard 4 $ 6,000

PART TWO: SECTION A. APPLICATION FEE(S) subtotal (a)

$
$
$
$

SECTION B. OTHER FEES
Letter of Amendment or Authorization
Major (≥$250,000)
Size A $14,700
Minor (<$250,000)
Size A $ 1,300
Major Dam Design Revision
Size A $ 4,700

Size B

$ 8,700

Size C

$ 4,400

$

Size B

$ 1,000

Size C

$

650

$

Size B

$ 3,200

Size C

$ 1,700

$

$
$

500
900

$
$

$

900

$

Environmental Assessment
Environmental Assessment for Dam Removal (§105.12(a)(16))
Non-Jurisdictional Dams
Letter of Amendment or Authorization
Size A $ 1,400
Size B $ 1,000
Transfer of Dam Permit
No Proof of Financial Responsibility $ 550
Annual Registration
Hazard 1 $ 1,500

Hazard 2

Proof of Financial Responsibility $300

$ 1,500

$

Hazard 3 $ 800
PART TWO: SECTION B. OTHER FEE(S) subtotal (b)

$

PART TWO: FEE(S) TOTAL (a+b=c)

$

DEP USE ONLY
FEE TOTAL:

Permit / Authorization Number (s):

Correct Amount:

Check #:

Check amount:

Size C

Payable to:
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ATTACHMENT I
Updated Joint Permit Application Information
 Joint Permit Application Form – NEW
 Landowner List (previously provided)
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
and
DEPARTMENT OF ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
(Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh Districts)

JOINT APPLICATION FOR
PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER 105 WATER OBSTRUCTION AND ENCROACHMENT PERMIT AND
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS SECTION 404 PERMIT

Before completing this form, please read the step-by-step instructions
and Section F Application Completeness Checklist provided with this Joint Permit package.
AGENCY USE ONLY
Application ID# (Assigned by DEP)

RECEIVED DATE

CHECK NO.

Program Application No.

REQUIRED APP. FEE

AMOUNT $

SECTION A.

APPLICATION TYPE

SECTION B.

APPLICANT IDENTIFIER

STANDARD

SMALL PROJECTS

Applicant Name

Employer ID# (EIN)

Sunoco Pipeline LP

23-3102656

Consulting Firm

Employer ID# (EIN)

Tetra Tech, Inc.

95-4148514

SECTION C.

PROJECT LOCATION DATA AND STATUS

Name of stream and/or body of water and Chapter 93 designation.
Please Refer to Tables in Attachment E
Corps District where project will occur.
Pittsburgh (Ohio River Basin)

Baltimore (Susquehanna River Basin)

Philadelphia (Delaware River Basin)

Name of the U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 Minute Quadrangle Map where project is located: Nanty Glo and Vintondale, PA
Indicate location of project: Latitude 78.87528

; Longitude 40.41681°

Project type, purpose and need: SPLP proposes a Major Modification to the Pennsylvania Pipeline Project within Jackson
Township, Cambria County. The modification is for the 16-inch pipeline and includes an approximately 1.1 mile reroute and
the elimination of the Horizontal Directional Drill (HDD) S2-0069-Goldfinch Lane. The reroute will increase the LOD by 10.83
acres and contains several new wetland and stream crossings. The pipeline will be installed using open cut methodology
and a conventional bore crossing under Route 271.
HAS ANY PORTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT BEEN AUTHORIZED?
E11-352; issued Feb 17, 2017

yes
no Goldfinch Lane HDD, DEP File
date authorized

If yes, attach description of those portions of the project that have been authorized and identify dates of authorization.

SECTION D.

AQUATIC RESOURCE IMPACT TABLE

HAS ALL INFORMATION INCLUDED ON THE IMPACT TABLE BEEN PROVIDED?

yes

no

If NO, indicate the information not included and the reason. Also attach a completed Aquatic Resource Impact Table
(3150-PM-BWEW0557) worksheet or equivalent.
- Project Information:
- Corps / 404:
- DEP / 105:
-1-
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SECTION E.
Yes

Rev. 8/2016

COMPLIANCE REVIEW

No
Is the applicant (owner and/or operator) currently in violation of any permits issued by the Department?
If yes, please provide:

SECTION F.

1.

Permit Number:

2.

Nature of the violation (if any):

3.

Status of violation (i.e., schedule for compliance, etc.):

APPLICATION COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST

Applicant must place an entry - Y = Yes, N = No, N/A = Not Applicable - in each left side column space. See Section 105.13
for additional details. If you are applying under the Small Projects Application format, place an entry in only those comments
prefixed by an asterisk (*).
REQUIREMENT

Applicant Entry

a. GIF and permit application properly signed, sealed and witnessed

*Previously
provided Jan 2019

b. Application Fee & Worksheet enclosed (see Section G.)

*Y - Attachment H

c.

*Previously
provided Jan 2019

Copies and proof of receipt - Act 14 notification - Acts 67/68/127

d. Cultural Resource Notice (Notice, return receipt and PHMC review letter, as
appropriate)

* Y - Attachment F

e. PASPGP-5 Reporting Criteria Checklist

*Previously
provided Jan 2019

f.

Bog Turtle Habitat Screening (copy of “No Effect” determination from the Army
Corps of Engineers OR copy of documented clearance from the US Fish and
Wildlife Service)

*N/A

g. Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory
(signed PNDI Receipt showing
Avoidance Measures or Potential Impacts and proof of delivery to the appropriate
jurisdictional agency(ies) where further coordination is required, as appropriate)

*Previously
provided Jan 2019

h. Plans (site plan including cross sections and profiles for Subsections 151, 191,
231, 261)

*Y - Attachment X

i.

Location map

Previously
provided Jan 2019

j.

Project description narrative including PNDI avoidance measures (if applicable)

*Previously
provided Jan 2019

AND Aquatic Resource Impact Table

*Y - Attachment E
k.

Color photographs with map showing location taken

*Previously
provided Jan 2019

l.

Environmental Assessment form

*Y - Attachment C

m. Erosion and Sediment Control Plan and approval letter

Y - Attachment D

n. Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis

N/A

o. Stormwater Management Analysis with consistency letter

N/A

p. Floodplain Management Analysis with consistency letter

N/A
-2-
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ATTACHMENT J
Supplemental Aquatic Resource Report
Figure 2 - Revised April 2020
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q. Risk Assessment

N/A

r.

Professional engineer’s seal and certification

Y - Attachment D

s.

Alternative analysis

Y - Attachment A

t.

Mitigation plan

N/A
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SECTION G.

Rev. 8/2016

DETERMINATION OF APPLICATION FEES (DEP FEES ONLY)

The fee required for a project authorized under this permit shall be consistent with 25 PA Code §105.13 (relating to
regulated activities – information and fees). To determine the application fee, please complete the Chapter 105 Fee(s)
Calculation Worksheet (3150-PM-BWEW0553). Please provide the completed worksheet and a check for the applicable
fee(s) made payable to the “Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Clean Water Fund.”
SECTION H.

ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS

Please list the name and address of all property owners whose land adjoins the project property.
NAME

ADDRESS

Refer to Attachment I

SECTION I. CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE (see Instructions for clarification of signature requirements)
I certify under penalty of law that the information provided in this permit registration is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and information and that I possess the authority to undertake the proposed action. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.
(If any of the information and/or plans is found to be in error, falsified, and/or incomplete, this authorization/verification may
be subject to modification, suspension, or revocation in accordance with applicable regulations.)
I certify that the project proposed in this application complies with and will be conducted in a manner that is consistent with
the approved Coastal Zone Management program of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. (Only portions of Erie, Bucks,
Philadelphia and Delaware Counties are in the Coastal Zone).
I grant permission to the agencies responsible for authorization of this work, or their duly authorized representative, to enter
the project site for inspection purposes during working hours. I will abide by the conditions of the permit or license if issued
and will not begin work without the appropriate authorization.

4/1/2020
Signature of Applicant/Owner

Date

Nicholas J. Bryan, Sr. Director-Environmental
Typed / Printed Name & Title of Applicant/Owner

Signature of Witness

SEAL

Rebecca Marie Bryan - Applicant Wife

Typed / Printed Name & Title of Witness

-5-

Adjacent Landowner List
Goldfinch Lane HDD Reorute
Major Permit Modification
Parcel ID No.

Landowner Names

34-014. -123.000

TRANTHAM DANIEL ED & ROSE MARY

34-014. -180.000

BUYNACK POLLY ANN & WHYSONG PEARL ET AL

34-014. -180.002

WHYSONG TERRY & PEARL

34-014. -103.000

GOLDEN ROD SPORTSMAN ASSN OF

34-014. -141.000

LETIZIA JOHN L

34-014. -142.000

LETIZIA JOHN L

34-044. -106.000

LETIZIA JOHN L

34-044. -105.000

LETIZIA JOHN LOUIS

34-044. -100.001

LETIZIA JOHN LOUIS

34-044. -100.000

FARABAUGH MICHAEL P & BOBBI J

34-014. -115.000

CPV FAIRVIEW LLC

Address
138 Goldfinch Lane
Johnstown, PA 15909
Allbaugh Park Road
Johnstown, PA 15909
196 Allbaugh Park Rd.
Johnstown, PA 15909
216 Shamrock St.
Johnstown, PA 15909
Garnet St. Rear
Johnstown, PA 15909
140 Garnet St.
Johnstown, PA 15909
William Penn Ave
Johnstown, PA 15909
William Penn Ave
Johnstown, PA 15910
William Penn Ave
Johnstown, PA 15909
2837 William Penn Hwy
Johnstown, PA 15909
2862 William Penn Ave
Johnstown, PA 15909

GRATA DAVID R & JOANNE C

217217 Goldfinch Lane
Johnstown, PA 15909

34-014. -124.000

